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Sweatlodges in
Dernau Germany
49 [(0)2643] 2869 Freny
Haupstraße 50, Dernau 53507
am 20.09 findet ab 12Uhr eine
Færie Schwitzhütte statt.
Autumn 2003
Equinox gatherettes in
Berlin(tiergarten),
London(Lovestar&Govinda)
Winter 2003
N.M.H. Gathering NetherlandsEarly Feb 2004
'TROPICAL PARADISE' Thai
Terschelling(KO TAO)
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«NO MORE HOLLYWOOD»
OR...«
»?

The Location of the EuroFærie
Winter NewYears 2004 Gathering
will NOT be at Albstedt this year.
Please check

for LAST MINUTE Information &
Details
Estimated Dates: 26Dec.-4Jan.???

Organizing help URGENTLY needed!
FIRST CALL FOR NEXT WINTER GATHERING...

Pink Deer (and Michela)

have the intention of organising the next all-male-gathering WINTER-Gathering.
"NO MORE HOLLYWOOD". Now what do we mean by that? Over the years PD touched Shadow,
as well as HHWMIAmentioned "Untertisch" ["under the table"] for pointing out certain inner parts that pop
up during gatherings, but are not dealt with. Inner parts we like to keep buried within ourselves, but obvi ously have a determining influence on our community [like things not being said or expressed, like inner
parts being projected upon each other].
We would like to offer healing space for our Hollywood Shadow Masks by stimulating more genuine ways
of Expression of the Heart by looking more true to ourselves and each other in a loving way. By shining
a Light on Shadow, by Loving our Darkness, by Respecting our True Feelings [no more "untertisching" of
feelings we learned to label as "negative"], by expressing our gayspiritual talent of intermediation
[between Earth and Spirit, between Light and Darkness], by Respecting each others specific Talents in
statt of Rejecting them...before we continue planning and organising we would really like to hear from you
all how you feel about this and whether you are attracted to our ideas. So please respond and let the
both of us know how you feel about this theme of "NO MORE HOLLYWOOD" and dealing with
"Untertisch Shadow". contact: “Pink Deer”: pinkdeer@planet.nl
( due to his relocation to Berlin “Hey Hey Wicki Mars I Am” will not co-Organize as planned)
LAST MINUTE UPDATE:
THE WINTER GATHERING WILL HAPPEN IN THE NETHERLANDS!
pinkdeer will need to hear from you asap. Check http://eurofaerie.de
regularly for Updates and info
2
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are made
up of Individuals. As the land search has developed some
aggressive pace I felt it would be
a good moment to discuss this
KEY issue Also within the past
several years here in Europe as
the European community tries to
find Balance and the community
continues to grow Eastward it
also seemed lime a ripe time to
open up conversations and
thoughts about how community
can work and sometimes NOT
work. In this issue a variety of
contributors layout their individ ual views and hopes for the
EuroFærie future. Please eMail
me your comments and reac tions to these stories-or- post
your thoughts on the EFFTopica
discussion forum set up and
maintained by Chris in the UK.
The
Specialness
of
the
Eurofaerie community is "multi"
cultural as well as lingual and
poses great challenges as well
as diversity we sometimes do
not exploit sufficiently. In this
issue there are only several nonEnglish texts. My apologies to all
the nonEnglish native speakers,
your submissions are always
welcomed (if I have the font).
Merci à Christian pour son texte
"Raconte moi des salades"
et..vielen danke HeyHeyWM
(und
Andreas) für
deine
(deutsch) texte "EuroFærie
sind".
Bubbling Banana (from Vashon
Island) begins our exploration of
community with a wonderful
acknowledgement of ‘communi ty" given by a town to acknowl edge the importance and conti bution of the Færie community.
From
Amsterdam
DeeTale(DeeTour) submits a
variety of thoughts after his USA
tour of the Radical Færie com munities and reports briefly on a
new community initiative in
Amsterdam
"Home-SweetCOVERphoto by AnnaLize
Magic Gathering
Terschelling NL
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H o m o " . becomes public and brings into
Tu f f O l B i r d ( u s a ) our conciousness a reality some
and Marcos(uk) of us are familiar with first hand
share some wisdom provided by or may have to contend with in
experience and ‘elders’. Fanta some form in the future. We
from Berlin raises the issue of thank him for his reflections.
community ‘support’ and eco - As of this MpZ publishing
nomic prejudice in an incisive deadline there has been NO
to
a
piece he presents to the commu - Final-Resolution
nity as an ‘issue’ we must be EuroFærie Winter Gathering.
aware of. Chris from Suree(uk) Albstedt will not be available
raises the issue of structures of to the EuroFæries this year.
community and the viability of The organizer (Pink Deer) is
these varying models. Chris’’ investigating alternatives and
desire to experiment and marry most certainly needs assis the strengths of Structure and tance and support of the
flexibility of open structures is an whole EuroFærie community
admirable attempt to make this to make it happen. Lets start a
Winter
Gathering
work effectively. Spin of
Campaign
NOW!!!
London sends his spin
Last minute news!
on a similar subject sit Pink Deer reports the
ing the ECC (Edward
possibility of a loca Carpenter Community)
tion for 75 Færies!
and his experiences
Contact PinkDeer
within that community.
and say you want
The ECC and the
to cum! Some plan EuroFæries have for
ning is essential! Next
some years now cross
years Summer gather fetalized with each photo by AnnaLize
ing has already been
other, offering some
elements to its ‘members’ that committed once again by
the other cannot. For some Efthimios (news on that in future
MpZ) HabibiDing has relocated
Færies the 2 together have
established a much needed bal - to Thailand, we will miss his
ance neither provide exclusively. daily presence. He (in Habibi
Please send in your thoughts to form) has put out a call for meet MpZ and /or to the EffTopica ing in Thailand for a gatherette.
Forum. ‘Mogglie and Moglet’ So perhaps this is an optimum
(Færie wannabes) have submit - opportunity to explore the Asian
ted an interesting diatribe that Færie spirit (Most certainly
serves an insightful note of con - Habibi will unearth it).
formity. In light of the theme I felt There seems to have been a
it would be appropriate as a cau - special Dutch (Amsterdam)
tionary note. Tya Tya of Apel Gatherette welcoming a friend of
(NL) raises a very critical and AnneLize, "Hairy Angel" from
important issue beyond the eco - Egypt. He has submitted (with a
nomics raised by Fanta. He forward by Annelize) a text for
speaks of the AIDS experience this issue of MpZ and hopes to
and the support of the multiple expand and cum to the Winter
communities. Specifically he gathering. I understand that
takes a journey to South Afrika costs will be a arduous for this
to a Hospice care center. It is a Egytian Færie so perhaps some
personal journey that by sharing of you willing to assist can con with the Færie community tact AnneLize directly and make
some Færie magic happen cum
Winter (where ever we will
meet!).
Tangerine Terry (and I am told
TahLulah as well) have relocat ed to the Kiwi island :New
Zealand. we wish them well and
hope they remain with the com munity via the MpZ and Efftopica
forums.
Junis (pronounced Eunice) aka
Eduard has created a text for
this issue that revolves around
what we do ritualistically that
helps build community :
Eating. He asks us to take a
closer look and make a direct
relationship between the
3

herbs we use as healing and the
food we make and consume as
the related plants that provide
the same benefits.
There is No "creating ritual" sec tion in this issue but rather an
expansion of the "creating sanc tuary’ instead. Submissions by
Danny, DeeTale and TT(formerly
TrishTrash) make a variety of
notes, some fantasy others fac tual.As of this MpZ deadline TT
reports a wonderful discov ery! We NOW need for the
community to cum together
and take the proper steps to
make dreams our reality. Start
by
using
the
Efftopica
Newsgroup as well as the MpZ
to explore and move forward.
This months buttpage subject
"SunFlower (Née SeaFlower)"
presents an unusually full and
robust interview. This summer
was his second Terschelling
gathering
experience
and
seemed like a new enriched
soul. We thank him for his can dor and his butt. I would also like
to thank Christine for being the
Buttpage subjekt for the previ ous "Magic" issue. Please send
your letters and comments on
these
pages- Our Færie
Buttpage brothers (and sisters)
would love to hear what you
think of their thoughts. And get
ready for the next issue!
And finally for the Next MpZ I
thought : "we talk about it, we do
it, we complain about it and in
some ways (some of us ) choose
to be defined by it- so WHY NOT
dedicate the next issues theme
to SEX." Deadline: 1Dec 2003
(World AIDS Day) and will be
available at the Albstedt
Gathering.—from

Cocopierre

with Love
EuroFæries is an [Stichting]
organisation registered in the
Netherlands. Our long-term goal
is to establish a permanent Færie
sanctuary on the European
continent, and any surplus raised
from the gathering fees, and from
our fund-raising auction at the
gathering, will be donated to the
Færie land fund.
Eurofæries
P.O. Box 2721
1000CS Amsterdam
Netherlands
www.eurofaerie.org
Eurofæries
c/o Mann-O-Meter
Bülowstrasse 106
10783 Berlin G e r m a n y
berlin@eurofaerie.de
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Efthimios interviewed by EIV
EIV: Let me begin by saying what a great honor it is for me to
conduct this very important interview.
Efthimios: Thank you, it is a pleasure to be accommodating.
EIV: So let’s jump right in: What inspired you to organize a gath ering and why pick the theme of "magic?"
Efthimios: Two things got me interested in organizing the gathering. The first one, a practical reason, was the fact that there
was nobody willing to organize this year’s gathering at
Terschelling. I absolutely love Terschelling and Die Wirschuur
and I felt that if I didn’t step in, it wouldn’t happen. The second
inspiration was the theme itself. I started thinking what is it
about Terschelling and the gatherings there, and I concluded
that it is Færie magic as well as the natural energy and beauty
of the place. I thought about it more and felt that what makes
gatherings happen is when participants give of themselves in
an effort to create magic. It is that simple. In giving magic, they
realize quickly how magic they themselves are and that makes
them open up to magic and give even more. It’s a wonderful spiraling dynamic.
EIV: Magic has many connotations. Did it worry you that the
darker meanings of magic would be
brought in to it. I mean the types of magic
involved with efforts to control others
through magical practices?
Efthimios: Actually, I was not very clear on
all the things I meant with the word "magic"
to begin with. It all became somewhat clearer to me as time
went on. The type of controlling magic you mention, really didn’t show up at the gathering (at least not that I saw). It was only
mentioned once in circle by someone who was familiar with it,
and I don’t even know to what extent it was what he meant. I
now wish I had asked more about it during that circle. It would
have been interesting to look into and listen to people’s feelings
about it.
EIV: What was it like organizing a gathering?
Efthimios: It was quite interesting. There were of course
moments during the months that preceded where I felt unmotivated and alone, but it was great to get boosts of motivation
when other Færies contacted me and offered help (thank you
Kaytee, MarkO, DeeTale, Habibi, Tinkerbell, Supermodel, Trixy,
Dandelion— am I forgetting someone?). Then came the gathering and I became very anxious about whether people where
enjoying themselves. I started comparing the gathering to my
memory of other gatherings. And of course the memory of a
gathering only includes the highlights (and the low points
sometimes too). So I started losing sight of what was happening and I became not-present. Luckily that didn’t last long, and
I quickly realized that the gathering is what it is, and that it was
magic.
EIV: What made it magic?
Efthimios: Well, I have to say that it is a process and, besides
the spiraling effect I mentioned earlier, there ware the heart circles. I’m always surprised by the slow yet devastating power of
the circles. I mean "devastating" in the best sense. The circles,
like a glacier slowly creating a valley in its path, imperceptibly
but surely ride me to the point where my entire inner landscape
is cleared and opened up. It’s is such a slow process and it
takes patience and commitment, but it is totally worth it. And
the magic is reflected in the presence of those at the gathering,
as they emerge and become divine before my eyes. I know all
this sounds over the top, but it really does happen.
EIV: Why not just have heart circles then?
Efthimios: Well that would be too heavy. A gathering needs a lot
of other activities to allow space for the magic and the divinity
to express themselves. We need the fun, the workshops, the
puppy piles and the communion with the natural surroundings.
They fill the heart after the heart has been opened and they
help it open even more.
EIV: In hindsight, would you do it differently?
Efthimios: Well, I think I would not be afraid of offering more
during the gathering. As an organizer, I kept a low profile and
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tried not to be a motivator in a lot of activities (well, I tried). I
didn’t want people to think I was controlling too many aspects
of the gathering. On the other hand, I didn’t want people to feel
that I was abandoning them and was apathetic. I imagine they
might have looked toward me as organizer to provide more
motivation and impetus (but maybe not). It was hard to feel like
I was achieving a good balance. Then I realized I was worrying
too much about these things, and that the Færies were just fine
whether I obsessed over the fine balance or not. Like I said: the
gathering is what it is. So I guess my response is, in hindsight,
I see that the gathering was what it was and the next time it will
be what it will be.
EIV: So do you think that having a theme was useful at all?
Efthimios: Well, I think it gave a starting point. Something for
people to hold on to until the gathering became what it was. I’m
kind of glad magic was not too much discussed during the gathering. It wasn’t meant to be the theme of the gathering, just
something to get people thinking until things got going.
EIV: What do you think of the next gathering’s theme proposed
by Pink Deer and Wicky Mars?
Efthimios: No more Hollywood? I think the discussion that
came out of that was very interesting. Of course
Hollywood has just provided a mixed bag of representations. There are many ways to relate to
these representations. You can take the discussion much further and talk about language in
general. Language, like Hollywood images,
mediates our experience. We may see a rainbow
and think the word "rainbow" and that brings a lot of direct
things attached to it. We are immediately conditioned to feel
beautiful and wistful about it. That response may actually get in
the way of feeling the presence of the rainbow because we are
responding more to the word than to what is before our eyes. It
becomes already once removed. Likewise, Hollywood and the
rest of the visual media (and all of literature and art for that matter) give us ready made, prepackaged responses to the world.
Many people see a rainbow and immediately plug into the image
of Dorothy in "The Wizard of Oz" and all the emotions attached
to that cinematic experience. So we can get further and further
away from who we are because we accept other people’s
visions of things. Yet their visions can be so creative and rich
and they can actually enrich our experience. Isn’t that the value
of the arts? Isn’t great art and literature able to enrich our experience of the world rather than cover it? So I guess what I’m
saying is that it takes a whole lot of self-knowledge and strength
to be able to open yourself to the creativity of others and not
lose yourself in it. To use it without letting it use you. And
against the deluge of visions Hollywood and the rest of our culture sends our way, it gets more and more difficult to resist and
easier and easier to slip on someone else’s vision like a mask
and live in a reality of smoke and mirrors. Actually, it is wonderful how camp sensibility actually parodies all of these artistic visions and reveals them for what they are. There too lies
danger, however. I have seen more than one person get lost in
their camp reality sliding from one glamorous Hollywood scene
to another, one minute being Joan Crawford the next Mae West.
EIV: So do you have any advise for Pink Deer and Wicky Mars?
Efthimios: Absolutely not. I’m irritated you thought that I should
meddle in their process. I hope if they read this interview, they
do not feel that my own Hollywood should interfere with their
experience.
EIV: I’m sorry, that was indelicate on my part.
Efthimios: No problem, I’m glad you asked actually.
EIV On that note, let’s wrap up this interview. Any last words?
Efthimios: Yes. It is what it is.
(EIV, also known as Efthimios’ Inner Voice, makes most of his
appearances while Efthimios is working out on that machine in
the gym with the pedals and the handles).
As of this printing/publishing deadline of the MpZ there is yet
Unclear where the winter gathering will occur-Perhaps it will
be at a new location in Netherlands. Please check http://
Eurofaerie.de for periodic updates
photo by AnnaLize
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Tropical Paradise
Gathering being planned on a Thai

AUTUMN EQUINOX HEART CIRCLE
AND DGI-DGI DISC RITUAL

beach paradise for ear ly

Autumn Equinox is coming up!!!
The Equinox is a time of balance and one of the important points in
our annual cycle. It is a turning point when Day equals Night and a
time when new Energies can enter our domain.
This Equinox occurs at 10.47 GMT on the 23 September.

SUNDAY 21ST SEPTEMBER 2003 3pm

February 2004!

After earlier announcements regarding having this on the
isolated island of Koh Tao, Habibi has had a re-think and
now thinks it best to have in on Hua Hin (very quiet
and beautiful too) about 3 hours by bus or train or taxi from
Bangkok. (Koh Tao is difficult to get to and an added $200
expense in flights from Bangkok, etc.) Please visit this link
for a view of a Hua Hin beach http://www.huahin.com
Anyway, imagine being
in a shared beach
bungalow with
EuroAustralianAmeri-Asian
Færies
and
passing
the days
in circles,
snorkeling,
hula dancing
(ok, ok wrong
beach....) and other tropical pastimes!
This will be a very inexpensive gathering as this is an inexpensive country. The biggest cost will be for the flights to
BKK from Europe. These range from about 500 euros to
800 euros. The bus/train to Hua Hin is a few Euros
and meals are usually one to two euros - so once in
Thailand it is quite affordable - and relaxing and beautiful.
There will most likely be a pre-gathering weekend in
Bangkok for those in need of spreading their wings and
partying. Habibi can arrange cheap and nice hotels
(double/triple rooms for 15 euros per night) in the middle of
the gay scene and give a fun gay tour of the city by
night....
If you are interested in this gathering, please let Habibi know
and he will get back to you ASAP so you can book those
cheap fares now...Habibi is sorting out the details now as
you read this. john.ferguson@americanvoices.org

Lovestar, Govinda and Tinkerbell

Please note Habibi's address,
phone, e-mail has CHANGED
from Amsterdam to Bangkok:
john.ferguson@americanvoices.org
+66 2 677 6658 tel/fax
Ferguson,
Lumpini ParkView Condo
1026/256 Rama IV Road,
Sathorn, Bangkok
10120, THAILAND
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To mark this,
will host a g atherette on Sunday afternoon and
evening, 21 September.
We will circle from around 1500 hrs. Come with your heartfelt feelings to share and connect. as well as some thoughts about what
faeriedom means to you in terms of community? socially? spiritually? creatively? and how youwant us to be as a community of BritFaeries.
Then, in the evening, at sunset, we will begin part 1 of our Equinox
Ritualwhen we do Alchemy and make a new Dgi-Dgi Disc*
(see below).
This involves melting two wax discs in the Cauldron of Being - one
representing sun, day, masculine principle and one for moon, night,
feminine principle. The discs merge and the mixture then allowed
to cool and solidify. While this is happening we can add small, lightweight ingredients that will float in the thickening wax to represent
aspirations, prayers and wishes for humanity and ourselves over
the coming six months.
We will then have supper so bring some food to share.
Part 2
The disc will be left outside until the Equinox time on Tuesday 23
Sept so it can imbibe the energies of the equal day equal night
period.
Then in the evening of Tuesday 23 September we will tap free and
welcome the newly made disc.
All Faeries are invited to join in the circle on Sunday and in the ritual Alchemy on one, other or both evenings.
We will meet at
(Flat 2) 306 South Lambeth Road, London SW8 1UQ (come to
Garden entrance at rear) on Sunday 21 September at 3.00 pm
and again on
Tuesday 23 September at 7.30 pm
(this is Cosmic, not Faerie, time!)
*What's a Dgi-Dgi Disc?
A Dgi-Dgi disc symbolises the balancing and dissolving of opposites in non-dual reality.
Making a Disc celebrates and invokes the level of consciousness
that apprehends such reality, and which is apprehensible in that
moment when opposites are held in balance and transcended. The
Equinox - when day equals night - is a good time to do this.
Prayers thoughts and small physical objects being set within the
wax represent and invoke the emergence of manifest, relative values through consciousness.There are now 8 Dgi-Dgi Discs in existence!
Note for Intending Participators.
Anyone wanting to join us is invited to bring something/s small and
light that will float in melted wax. There will be opportunity to talk
about its meaning for us.
There will be a potluck supper so bring some food and drink to
share.
Please let Lovestar or Tinkerbell know if you intend to come so we
can get some idea of numbers in advance. Or just turn up if you
can’t know until the last minute.
Contact Details:
1. Lovestar & Govinda: tel: 44 020 7720 5162 Email:
mark@lovestar.fsnet.co.uk
2. Tinkerbell tel:44 020 7486 7055 Email: rbj@freeuk.com
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Herbs &Communities

eaten as a vegetable, are also most helpful
as a cure for constipation....And what a
surprise, the essential oil distilled from carrot seed is an excellent aphrodisiac...There
are more hidden qualities and secrets of
the carrot to disclose but I would like to use
this space to inform you about some other
garden delights. The onion for instance, the
Egyptians already described it as a holy
plant. Mostly used for kidney related problems, diuretic effect, and all kinds of intestinal problems such as fermentation,
catarrh, infections and also most useful as
a general antiseptic. Onion is a great activator of the mucous glands, very helpful
when you are attacked by a winter flue,
common colds, coughs and affections of
the upper chest. Simple application: Leave
one onion, cut in two halves, overnight next
to your pillow. Or better, make a pleasant
onion wine: 3 parts onion, one part acacia
honey, and six parts white wine ( let stand for
48 hours) three times a day 3 dinner spoons.
Shoot, I do need more space..so much more to
share about tomatoes, or beans, beets, potatoes, cabbage. The healing power of cabbage
? Enough material to write a whole book..Just
a few last tips. Cabbage, originally a wild plant
from the European coasts, has many different
descendants and almost all with the same
healing quality. The best kind is Savoy cabbage (organically grown) form which, like all the others, the leaves
are externally used for an enormous range of affections. That
explains why the Roman legions were usually accompanied by cart
loads of cabbage.! To prepare this green wonder bandage, just
remove the main nerve and bruise the leaves by rolling a bottle back
and forth. Apply this leaf as a patch on the affected area and leave
for a few hours. Very helpful for blood hemorrhage, open wounds,
ulcers, eczema, hemorrhoids, gangrene, anthrax, infections, etc. The
list of internal affections to treat and cure with cabbage is even
longer.! But it is not my intention to spoil your appetite, I rather would
like to fuel your curiosity and make you more conscious about the
sometimes very common things around us and the extraordinary

One of the daily rituals that tightens strings
and can really bring a group of people, a
family, a community together is sharing a
meal... Within a social atmosphere where
there is ambiance, friendship and a strong
feeling of togetherness, food seems to get
processed in a very natural way. It is not
something we do consciously, but a communal dinner slows down our food intake
and this again is beneficial for the digesting
process in general..
Of course most of us, as well informed as
we are...know more or less what and what
NOT to eat to stay in good condition, and
how to maintain a healthy balance. In general you almost cannot go wrong sticking to
a wide variety of fruits and vegetables as
the main course of your meals. And this is
where I would like to make my herbal connection, because there seems to be some misunderstanding when it comes to indicate the difference
between herbs and vegetables. Is there a difference
? First I need to distinguish a bit more. Kitchen
herbs such as thyme, sage and oregano, are mainly used for seasoning purposes. All though some do
have an additional medicinal value. Next to the
kitchen herbs we can find an enormous range of
medicinal plants. But is hardly known that many
fruits and vegetables consumed at the dinner table,
which we normally only see as nutritious, or just as
tasty, can have the same healing qualities as their wild sisters in the
fields. There is not such a great distinction between wild medicinal
plants and (organically) grown vegetables. Originally they all are
annual or perennial herbal plants. Just let a head of lettuce grow to
adulthood and it will turn into a beautiful spike formed herb with tiny
little flowers. Leek will grow long stems with striking flower balls..and
cabbage transforms into a multi branched mini tree with a cloud of
yellow blossoms. So when someone claims not to have much faith
in medicinal herbs, I like to point out that most likely he or she has
already consumed some kind of medicinal intake at the dinner
table...Let 's just examine a few common veggies. Ordinary carrots
for instance, rich in vitamin A, a generator in the development of new
skin cells, a cure for night blindness. Additionally, its sap can be used
to calm the stomach, when disturbed by gastric acids, and the fine
leafy stuff we usually throw away can be turned into a tea to fight
infections in the mouth. ( aphten) When lightly boiled, the leaves,
Raconte-moi des salades
Les salades sont un des plats
les plus faciles à réaliser et les
plus arrangeants. Elles ne
demandent que votre créativité
(mais pas trop) et elles font merveille en toute saison aussi bien
pour une seule personne que
pour le cercle d’amis invités à
souper. Elles plaisent à tout le
monde et on peut (presque) les
improviser.
Quelques conseils faciles pour
réussir ses salades folles.
Triolisme. Penser "3" quand
vous préparez votre salade. Une
bonne salade doit avoir "3"
couleurs, le vert, le blanc et le
rouge. C’est son drapeau national et c’est dans le mariage de
ces trois couleurs que vous composerez avec votre imagination
et votre goût.
Le vert, c’est vraiment les

feuilles de salades, laitue, lolo,
feuilles de chêne et autres
batavia. Comme
ces
feuilles n’ont pas vraiment de saveur,
hormis la roquette
(ruccola) et les
épinards frais, on
va y ajouter du
persil,
de
la
ciboulette et du
basilic frais. Des
haricots princesses
en petite quantité
donnent une consistance qui n’est pas
désagréable. Ce sera au tour
des deux autres couleurs de
donner le ton, le goût et votre
touche personnelle.
Le blanc incontournable, c’est
avant tout du fromage de feta.
Salé, légèrement acide, sa
texture est très agréable et

by Junis

effects they can have on us.-----Eduard a.k.a. Junis
Above photo from the book: Faeries (visons, voices& pretty dresses) Photographs &
interviews by Keri Pickett & poetry by James Broughton (for more info to buy a copy visit
http://www.aperture.org)
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relève ses compagnes de bol.
Les autres fromages sont aussi
intéressants mais moins
légers. De l’oignon ou
des échalotes hachés
donnent des pointillés de blanc. Les
protéines seront
fournies soit par
des oeufs durs en
petits morceaux,
encore tièdes de
préférence, ou par
des morceaux de
blanc de poulet froids
ou chauds. Le thon blanc
est aussi un accompagnement
qui donne à la salade son statut
de salade folle. Des dés de
pommes ou des endives
coupés sont des éléments
blancs qui font bon ménage
avec tout ce qu’ils trouvent
dans le saladier. Enfin, l’ail,

de sa blancheur fondue en un
merveilleux goût typique, si vous
ou vos invités ne sortez pas en
boîte juste après le repas bien
sûr, va confirmer votre savoirfaire en matière saladière.
Le rouge se trouve facilement
dans des feuilles de salade
rouge ou dans des oignons
rouges, mais cela ne suffit pas à
marquer la présence de cette
couleur. On ne peut pas se
passer de tomates fraîches qui,
en lanières ou en dés, donnent
le sucré et un léger croquant
frais. Les tomates se marient à
tout, y compris aux haricots
rouges (kidney beans) que nous
utiliserons en quantité plus que
modérées. Des tranches fines
de saumon fumé, lascivement
étalées en chapeau sur votre
salade se révélera être un atout
de goût. Certaines personnes
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parsèment leur salade de fleurs
de capucines. Si vous en trouvez au marché, n’hésitez pas, ce
sera le clou du repas et votre
salade sera vraiment folle.
Des secrets pour réussir
sa salade- Point trop n’en
faut. Toutes les idées qui précèdent sont à composer avec pas
plus que 6 ou 7 éléments dans
un ensemble qui est cohérent et
qui va privilégier certains goûts.
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de vin. Sel et poivre.- Les
oignons rouges devraient être
visibles. Coupez les comme en
Grèce mais plus fin, c’est-à-dire
en tranches rondes et fines
comme des lames de rasoir.- Le
vinaigre balsamique ne devrait
pas être le vinaigre principal,
mais un supplément qui donne
du goût un peu sucré. Essayez
aussi les autres vinaigres de
cidre, ceux parfumés aux fram-

A force de trop mélanger de
choses différentes, votre salade
va ressembler à celle du Mac
Do, un goût totalement absent.Chauffer la vinaigrette au dernier
moment au micro onde et permettez à chaque convive de se
servir à volonté. La vinaigrette la
plus facile à faire consiste à
mélanger
une
cuiller
de
moutarde, quatre cuillers d’huile
d’olive et 2 cuillers de vinaigre

Berlin Equinox

le coeur.-Christian

Ihr lieben Feen! Glaubt es oder nicht! Es steht ein
gemeinsames Færie-Ereignis der Berliner Feen an!
Nach Rücksprache mit meinem Kreuzberger
Genossen FANTA laden wir, die Berliner Færies,
nunmehr zu einem Picknick im GROSSEN BERLINER TIERGARTEN am 21. September um 15 Uhr in
der Nähe der Luiseninsel ein Nein, nein, nicht, was
Ihr denkt! Das Cruisinggebiet liegt ein ganzes Stück
weiter westlich. Für ein entblösstes
Sonnenbaden auf der Tuntenwiese ist
es ohnehin etwas zu pät im Jahr. Der
Termin ist natürlich nicht zufällig gewählt, denn es
handelt sich um ein Datum
nahe der
Tagundnachtgleiche. Bitte erscheint zahlreich,
freudig und mit kulinarischen
Überraschungen! Bringt interessante Menschen, potenzielle Færies (ja, nach der
neuen
Rechtschreibung
schreibt man das mit "Z"),
kuschelige
Decken
für
unsere verwöhnten Hintern
und gute Laune mit. Sollte die
Wettergöttin es nicht gut mit uns
meinen, dann verlegen wir das Ganze
kurzerhand in Fantas Wohnung in die
Admiralstrasse 17. Bitte entweder
Fanta (616 09 419) oder mich, Butch
Buddha (618 95 09) im Zweifelsfalle
anrufen und klären, ob wir alle der
Meinung sind, das Wetter sei gut. Also: 21.
September, 15 Uhr, nordöstlich der
Luiseninsel im Tiergarten (Ahornsteig und
Bellevueallee), Bus 200 bis Philharmonie
oder U-Bahn Linie 2 bis Potsdamer Platz
oder S-Bahn Potsdamer Platz oder Unter
den Linden. Es lag nicht in unserer Absicht,
den Rheingold Færies mit unseren Planungen
in den Weg zu kommen, es ist ja auch eher
unwahrscheinlich, dass jemand ganz aus dem
Westen den Weg zu uns in den Tiergarten findet,
oder etwa doch? Die Rheingold Færies seien hiermit herzlich gegrüßt und allen Teilnehmenden ein
deftiges Schwitzen gewünscht.
BIS DAAAAHAAAAAN!
xxxx BUTCHBUDDHABERLIN

Haupstadt Færies Berlin 21 Sept
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boises ou d’autres fantaisies
bienvenues.- Nous conseillons
d’éviter les betteraves et le maïs
qui, face à vos invités un peu
sophistiqués, pourraient faire
penser à de la nourriture pour le
bétail.Avos essoreuses à salade
et à vos couteaux. Vous verrez,
une salade imaginée avec
humour, c’est "the way to a
man’s heart" ... et pas seulement
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The Following texts were avail able at the EuroFærie booth at
this years Berlin Straßenfest.
We hope Alles Klar! In atten dance were “Hey Hey Wicky
Mars” from Oldenburg and “TT”
from Bonn and “Cocopierre” of
Berlin.TOTAL WICHTIG:
EUROFÆRIES=SPAß AM
LEBEN
EBENSO WICHTIG:
SPRICH VOM HERZENFICK MIT DEINER SEELE
WAS sind WIR?
GEMEINSCHAFTSGEIL
BRÜDER und SCHWESTERN
ALLES und doch NICHTS
WO sind WIR?
ÜBERALL! VIELLEICHT bist DU
auch EINE(R)
------GESCHICHTE:
DER Beginn liegt in den 70er
Start waren die USA
WIR haben keine einheitliche
SPIRITUALITÄT. ATHEISTEN
CHRISTEN, HEIDEN, BUDDHISTEN, MUSLIME, JUDEN
und
ANDERE
aus
der
typiSCHSCHWULEBISCHEN
SZENE ist es wichtig zusammen
eine BALANCE herzustellen
zwischen ERDENDASEIN, KULTUR, SEXUALITÄT und alles
was DIR noch dazu einfallt. WIR
feiern unsere Körper und unsere
-------UNTERSCHIEDE.
KEIN KULT, KEIN RELIGION,
KEINE FETISCH-SEX GRUPPIERUNG,
KEINE
WOHLFAHRT, KEIN ZENTRUM,
KEIN GESCHÄFT!
------FÆRIES SIND:
I N D I V I D U E L L L E D E R M Ä N N E R ,
VERWANDLUNGSKÖNIGINNE
N, MODESJUNGS, PROFESSIONELLE, KÜNSTLER, ERDEVEREHER/INNEN,
FLEISCHLIEBHABERISCH, VEGETARISH, SCHWUL, LESBISCH,
VERRÜCKT, ZUGEKNÖPFT,
SPORTLICH, DISCODIVAS…

Die Færies sind

ein eigenes Volk. Færies sind als
Gruppen organisiert, die versuchen, Gemeinschaft aus
Ritualen und Miteinander heraus
zu erschaffen, mit Ausnahme
der Færies, die versuchen
Gemeinschaft
durch
Untergraben von Prozeß und
Struktur heraus zu erschaffen,
sowie einigen Færies die den
Wunsch haben Chaos zu schaffen, dieses oft feiern und es oft
nicht zugeben.
Viele Færies sind auf einem spirituellen Pfad, sie ziehen ihre
Spiritualität aus einer der
Weltreligionen oder aus einer
bekannten
Richtung
von

17:53 Uhr
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die Rechte der Schwulen und
Lesben war und der sich um die
Verbreitung der Idee von
Subjekt-Subjekt
Bewußtsein
bemühte. Aber es gibt viele
andere Gründer die diese Ideen
Spiritualität. Einige erschaffen möchten weit vom Trommeln in den 70ern ebenfalls entwickelten.
ihre eigene. Einige leben eine entfernt lagern und etwas Schlaf
Mischung. Einige reagieren auf finden. Das ist es, was Feaeries Die Færies Sind (original
Spiritualität und Religion wie auf sind, außer bei den Færies, auf English) Text by Fanta in
Berlin /
das Böse selbst, einige finden die nichts davon zutrifft.
German
Translation
by
einen spirituellen Pfad indem sie
Dandeline in Dusseldorf)
Der Begriff Radical Færies
gegen Spiritualität reagieren.
Einige
Færies
vereinen wurde von Harry Hay geprägt, original English:
Mitglied
der The Færies are Queerfolk.
Spiritualität und Sex, einige tun einem
Færies are organized as a group
attempting to create community
out of ritual and cooperation,
except for færies who are
attempting to create community
out of subversion of process and
structure,
as well as some Færies who
wish to create chaos, often cele brating it, often not admitting it.
Many færies are spiritual, lifting
whole or part of their spirituality
from any one of the world's reli gions or spiritualities. Some
make up their own. Some make
a mix. Some react against spiri tuality and religion as it's own
evil, some find a spiritual path in
reacting against spirituality.
Some færies combine their spiri tuality with sex, some don't,
some are part
of the Færies
just to get
laid.
Some
resent that.
some
just
want to drum
by a campfire,
and
some
want to camp
far away from
the drumming
and get some
sleep. This is
what færies
are,
except
for færies for
which none of
this applies.
The
term
d a s
‘Radical Færies’ comes from
nicht,
Harry Hay, a labor organizer
einige
involved in gay rights and
sind
spreading the idea of sub n u r Eurofæries stand 371 Berlin Straßenfest2003
ject-subject consciousness.
b e i
But there are many other
d e n
Intiators developing these
Færies
ideas in the 1970s as well.
u
m
Goals:
1. create a eurofaerie communi flachgelegt
ty
in
Berlin
area
and
zu werden.
further/beyond
Einige nehmen
2. support a european faerie
ihnen das übel.
sanctuary
retreat
for
Einige möchten einfach
nur um ein Lagerfeuer herum
Arbeiterbewegung in schwuleslesbisch faeries to
trommeln und einige
den USA, dessen Anliegen come and share the land. Fanta
8

Haupstadt Færies Berlin
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Last year I had a private
channeling from Steve Rother,
the well known medium who
brings since a few years the
messages from a group of entities that give guidelines for this
special time we are living in.(lots
can
be
read
in
w w w. L i g h t w o r k e r. c o m
< h t t p : / / w w w. L i g h t w o r k e r. c o m >
).Among other things he told me
that I had a contract from a past
lives unfinished relation to fulfil,
and I would meet this person via
the internet within half a year. To
be honest I love the idea of a
relation but in practice I have not
been waiting for it. Any how.
Some weeks before that channeling I had a lively dream, and I
woke up and heard a voice "Who
is that dark boy that’s spends so
much time behind his computer
to find you?? " As I spend sometimes too much time behind the
PC to search this planet for men
I would like to have a contact
with for whatever reasons.
Mainly the question is there
someone I can feel a deep connection with. And I met already
quite a few, some stayed digital,
others became real people with
a body, with a smile with a touch
. And so end of May, beginning
June Mido came into my digiworld. A 28 year old Egyptian
university teacher in drama and
English literature who told me
he had been looking for me
since dawn and much more
praise I could hardly accept and
believe.
We shared many hours in
intense chats about our past
lives we shared, about our different present lives My experiences with the Færies, his difficult situation in Egypt as a gay
man and the possibility to share
our lives in near future. And so it
happened. The story went on
when he ,after a lot of problems
to get his visa , finally arrived in
Holland on the 20 th of August
for 2 weeks . getting a taste of
the freedom he always dreamed
about..His longing to meet a
group of people where he could
be himself. So I organized a
Færie meeting in my place on 31
of august, with Egyptian dinner
and bellydance by Mido with a
heartcircle initiated by magic
Hawaiian Mark Kadoka. When
the last Færie had gone Mido
was in bliss telling me it was the
most beautiful day of his life till
now... and he made more intimate friends in one evening as
in all the past years. .
My contract with him: has
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become clear : to open gates of
freedom for his soul.. to create
the circumstances for his beautiful flower to open and to share
its fragrance with who was there
by his beautiful food, his hypnotic trance-like bellydance and his
honest words from his heart and
his laughter and all the honest
words of all the hearts from the
others who were there...and all
their joy and laughter . It was
such an amazing beautiful event
and circle, I can hardly believe I
in a way put it together. Magic
happened on its own accord..

-------Anna Lize

photos by AnnaLize

.
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I had my first"Færies gathering", after a long time of
dreaming about it. My first knowing of the existence "The International Network of Færies", was through my angel Færie friend and
soulmate Anne-Lizze. I live in Egypt, a place where being homosexual is a crime or even worse. It is far better for anyone there
to be called a criminal, or a terrorist rather than being
called "gay". For being a criminal or terrorist you will
have only a short time sentence, but being "gay" is a
life time sentence and a "scarlet letter" that you will
bear till the end of your life. Thousands of miles
way from Terschelling, and Anne-Lizze's magical
stories about the the Færie Gatherings; for me, it
was something like a wonderland or a lost paradise where gay men gather to express the
core of their human existence, their freedom
and their very human desire to be with each
other and experiencing and exploring the
beauty of being "Homosexual". For me, freedom is only a word that I fully realize but is
never allowed to practice or express.
Netherlands, my Jerusalem and Promise
Land. Finally, coming to the place where I can
walk with pride, where I'm allowed to tell about
my truth without the fear of being crucified.
Here comes Sunday, the day which ardent
Christians has chosen to enjoy the feeling of
holiness and wholeness with God. For me,
Sunday the 31st August, 2003 was also a holy day
for me, I'm finally allowed to meet my gay Færies,
and to feel a whole with them. Here I'm sitting in the
middle of the heart circle after two hours of meeting
Færies, my soulmates. How much time can be that relative, I spent twenty seven years and a half searching for a
heart to embrace me as I'm a gay man, and now I'm embraced by the
hearts of eleven beautiful gay men of all colors, sects and religions
doing their best to welcome me home, to make me finally feel that I'm
on pure and safe shores. Mark the leader of the heart circle, a lovely Hawaiian man, with very welcoming airs, surrounded by good and
positive energy and injecting it powerfully inside all of us. MissEel my
first Asian friend and a young man with a never ending smile, holding my hand and felling my heart with warmth and safety. Johan and

Minne, two beautiful young men, when I saw them I immediately
remembered the charming blond princes of the fairy tales. I felt that
me, MissEel, Johan and Minne, who were the youngest people in the
circle, found the peace and comfort from the materialistic demands
of the modern life which people in our young ages are obsessed
with.
If Minne and Johan reminded me of fairy tale princes, Junis
is typically that perfect gentleman one reads about in a
romantic novel. When I first saw him he was accompanied by lively and colorful flowers which are a perfect
match of his inner and outer beauty. Gert, surrounded by his aurora of joy and love could build my
fastest friendship in my life, it took us only a few
seconds to find ourselves engaged in a very intimate and warm conversation. "K.T" is a beautiful
man who can make you always wonder about
that child with innocent eyes and grey hair. One
can never help the desire to hug him. John, just
listen to his spontaneous talk and most joyful
laugh and the whole world will shine for you.
Trixy, that charming blond youngman, look at his
face when he smiles and you will see the beautiful dimples showing, I always felt that there was
gold powder falling from his beautiful hair.
Knowing "Shameless" is a very human experience. I was lucky enough to have had that blessed
night… once I saw him I felt I finally met my far
away brother. Ken I'm so proud to know you and so
honored to be your friend. Anne-Lizze,if angel meant
to be humans they definitely have one meaning one
synonym, if Jesus would ever smile to me, then it would
be definitely the embodiment of Anne-Lizzes's smile. To all
my fairy soulmates, thank you very much for having you as my
family and as my never ending source of beauty and strength.
Thank you the most for allowing me to be myself. The love that you
all shined on me that night was very real and very true, the breaths
we exchanged and the hugs that warmed our souls made you all part
my soul. I'm proud to belong to all of you.
I Love You-Hairy Angel

NEXT Marieposa Zeitung Theme: «SEX»
send your fotos articles ads etc to: editor at cocopierre@eurofaerie.de

DEADLINE: Monday 1 Dec,2003

•Lanai•SeaFlower•JackieMonroe•CocoPierre•

The EuroFæries

Xtra MpZ
POSTCARD
No.5
Instructions/Mode
d’emploi:
1.#Cut out pic ture on dotted
line.
2.Glue to Old,
Unused or
Previously used
Postcard.
3.Erase previous
messages.
4.@Write your
message.
5.Place stamp
6.Mail to friends
and lovers.
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«community»

A perfect example of Faerie energy being acknowledged by a

At this year's Queer Pride celebration in Santa Cruz, California, the
city presented athe SCARFettes (Santa Cruz Area Radical
Faeries) with a official public proclamation honoring their fabulous ness. Here it is:

PROCLAMATION:
Whereas the Santa Cruz Area Radical Faeries are a
group of individuals who celebrate their sexuality as
spirituality, honor the creativity inherent in
Queerness, challenge the duality of masculinity and
femininity, and share their glamour with the world;
and
Whereas Radical Faerie gatherings provide and safe
and healing space for Queer People to share from
the heart, to heal the emotional wounding from the
dominant culture, to expand the concept of gender,
and to bring a freedom of expression rarely found
in the world;
and
Whereas the Santa Cruz Area Radical Faeries have
adapted the concept of gatherings to an annual
youth camp which offers Queer youth the same safe
space to heal and to be whom ever they want to be;
and
Whereas the Radical Faeries of Santa Cruz have
dedicated considerable time and effort to working
with local Queer youth, founding the Queer Youth
Leadership Awards, sponsoring dances for Queer
youth, sponsoring leadership dinners for Queer
youth, and supporting the youth group STRANGE,
and much more;
and
Whereas the Radical Faeries are a living Queer visibility action, providing the glamour and glitter of
the Queer community, building floats for Pride
marches, acting as the Queer community's interior
and exterior decorators;
and
Whereas the Radical Faeries challenge, by their
very existence, the notion of assimilationism (the
idea that Queer people are just like straight people
except for who they love), saying very definitely and
proudly that they will not assimilate but will become
ever more radical and authentic in who they are,
how they live and what they have to offer the world;
Now therefore, we do hereby honor the Radical
Faeries of Santa Cruz for their contributions to the
people of Santa Cruz this 2nd day of June, 2002

What constitutes our con cepts “community” ? We
have seen the models of the usa
radical
færies
and
have
embarked on our own search
from within and from without. Is it
our gayness? our fashion
sense? Our shared values? Our
hair? Are our concepts antiquat ed and useless and in constant
danger of being suppressed by
those who find us and the idea of
community
unsavory?
Is
Christiania in Denmark our
Model? Short Mountain or Camp
Destiny or Kasa or the other
USA RadFæ sanctuaries? or
shall we embark on our own new
mission remotely from our differ ent states of culture and lan guage? Is it about territory of
physical space or of the heart.
The Following submissions
explore some views. Send your
comments to MpZ. xxx ccp

Is this community or is it something else?

Community of the heart?

(Photo of Book «“Faeries” by Keri Pickett»
by Cocopierre at TT’s Haus)

Christiania (Coppenhagen Denmark)

What a great articulation of faerie!
Love, Bubbling Banana
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photo of Efthimios on the Wirschuur of Terschelling by AnnaLize
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Home Sweet HOMO- A pioneering Queer Squat in
Amsterdam (by several Americans!!!)
Coming back from my trip to the states in mid-june I discovered that two SF Færies ("the Sky Fell" and
"Fjord" for those who attended the Magic gathering at Terschelling) had ‘squatted’ a house in the mid dle of the Amsterdam redlight district and turned it into a ‘queer café’ as well. Some very bubbling folx
that created a nice open place there that attracted all sorts of people within the queer communities.
from hardcore anarchists to the utterly "truttig" ones. Men, wimen, anything in-between within a large
age range. A very relaxed and open space that i'm very fond of. However, a few weeks ago [late summer 2003] the courtcase against the queer squaters did not go so well. Currently the Queer squat/café
will be evicted and shut down. We feel like Amsterdam is really lacking such space [specifically ‘Queer’
squat] so we are going to try to move on, to a new space. Plans are being worked developed but nothing is certain as of yet. Most of the SF Folx are back in the USA now, but we stay in touch especially
regarding QUEERUPTION coming this summer to Amsterdam: www.queeruption.nl

------DeeTale

photos of the Queer Squat, SkyFell and Fjord by Cocopierre
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Here is a contribution for the
mpz - it's a message from the
hopi elders which to me seems
very relevant at this time of
establishing community.

WHAT IS A FÆRIE COMMUNITY?
A Færie Community
as I envision it, is based on love,
love of one’s Færie self, love of
the other Færies committed to
the Community, and love of
the environment which shares its
treasures
with
the
Community A
central
aspect of this love which needs
emphasis is summarized by the
word respect. Respect in its loving mode means recognizing the
beauty and vitality of our environment and conducting our
lives individually and collectively
so as to enhance that beauty
and vitality. This respect also
means recognizing and celebrating the diversity of human beings
by providing the space and support for each person to journey
on their own path in their own
way and by welcoming these
diverse energies into the

**Marco
You have been telling the peo ple that this is the eleventh hour.
Now you must go back and tell
the people that this is The hour.
There are things to be consid ered:
Where are you living? What are
you doing? What are your rela tionships? Are you in right rela tion?
Where is your water? Know
your garden. It is time to speak
your truth. Create your commu nity.
Be good to each other. And do
not look outside yourself for the
leader. This could be a good
time!
There is a river flowing now
very fast. It is so great and swift
that there are those who will be
afraid. They will try to hold on to
the shore. They will feel they are
being torn apart, and they will
suffer greatly.
Know the river has its destina tion. The elders say we must let
go of the shore, push off into the
middle of the river, keep our
eyes open, and our heads above
the water.
See who is in there with you and
celebrate.
At this time in history, we are to
take nothing personally. Least of
all ourselves. For the moment
we do, our spiritual growth and
journey comes to a halt.
The time of the lone wolf is over.
Gather yourselves!
Banish the word struggle from
your attitude and vocabulary.
All that we do now must be done
in a sacred manner and in cele bration.
We are the ones we've been
waiting for.
~~~~~~~The Elders, Oraibi,
Arizona, Hopi Nation

Community’s Collective
Spirit This respect also means
continuous efforts to recognize
clearly one’s own strengths and
weaknesses, and to deal with
them earnestly and sensitively,
so that one’s commitment to the
community is realized as fully as
possible.
Many of the mundane
aspects
of
Community

Living

and development are
not easy nor is achieving a
sound
and
nurturing
Community spirit. But I
strongly believe a band of
Færies in love with themselves,
each other and the environment,
guided and inspired by that wondrous Færie blend of joy, magic,
playfulness, sexuality and spirituality, can make it happen.

___*Tuffolbird,
another hot August day
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Community
The setup [strategies] of the Sanctuary has gotten into a new stage,
where it just used to be a dream. In the future it will be a matter of
‘doing’, now the time has come to find out HOW we would like to live
in Sanctuary. Slowly a group of Færies is forming that are developing and establishing on their respective commitments to live and care
fr the property, setting it up and taking on the large task of making it
work. Knowing that in the states none of the pioneers are still alive in
a Sanctuary that confronts you with major questions: What means
Sanctuary for me? Do I want to give up my current life? and really not
knowing what it will provide for me? What makes it worth it to go

realise our dear Editor(ess) Cocopierre chose the most perfect
theme for this MpZ: Community. Not only Izzz a Sanctuary a community. It is a community within many others. It can only exist if it
serves a bigger community of Færies and likeminded folk. But also it
will be part of the local community, the villages and neigbors around
it. Living Sanctuary will not only be about an exclusive thing behind
a big fence. It will Not! No Fences, just being open. Open to Faeminded folx but also open to any tresspasser that shows respect. In
the same time we should create a safe space for the neigbors as
well, so that also they feel good with the Sanctuary.
And about the supporting network, its funny, I think most of the
Færies involved with the Sanctuary research project have also gone

DeeTale at ShortMountainSanctuary
with a Gorgeous Færie.
Foto from Bubblin Banana

through all that possible ´shit´? So personally i think this is quite a
heavy phase. Several times when the landsearch got more intense,
i have had a nightmare where worms ran over my body, worked
themselves in devour my bones.
At the beginning of my Sanctuary tour through the States, i had this
dream again and when i ran into Thunder Cloud (a Native American)
Færie, he told me that it’s the visualisation of an expression they
have: To get hollow bones. Meaning, to process your stuff from the
past to get ready for a big new move in your life! After talking about
these things in a cafe during Færie-Coffee, he sang for me a Native
blessing in undertone. An experience i wont easily forget, it brought
me to tears.
Setting up of a Sanctuary is a big new move. And why would i like to
go through that all? Already as a young boy i knew what proffesion i
wanted to have and currently do that now: the "inventing" of new
machines. Yet also from very early on i had many doubts about the
use of them. Not only didn’t i want to work in e.g. weapon industry but
lots of techniques are polluting etc or at least just for sheer commercial purposes. Working for science these days seems relatively
"noble" but still i feel like science has gotten so fragmented, so far
from real life that i dont feel it makes us folx any happier. Yes it helps
the economy but thats something all together different!
What i´ve seen over the years happening in Færie space, all the selfdiscovery, exploration and growth does seem truely good to me. I
find myself growing, opening up more, living my life closer to my
dreams and so i see it happen with all you folx! Seeing us all
spread our wings makes it simple for me to say what i truely find
meaningfull in life!
So when it comes to wanna start living Sanctuary, thats where i

through their personal frustration of "who do i do this for? " What
support is there really from the (Euro)Færie community?
and indeed that can feel at times pretty "thin". At the same time, now
feeling a new phase has begun, we also have gotten more and more
support. Again its the Færie mechanism: Live and discover your
dream. do it yourself and you will find yourself supported by lots of
Folx but first you have to do it yourself. So the more explicit we get
our vision, the more support we will find. This is what, in my opinion,
is the real goal of the current ´Landsearch´. Starting to define as a
group what we really want. Share all the differences we have, our
motivations for them and our fears. I think Sanctuary is quite a divine
thing and when we share our differences truely, Spirit will guide us to
get to the clarity and conviction we will need.
During my trip along the American Sanctuaries the EuroFæries did
get a lot of support: Several USASanctuaries have offered to organise fundraisers if we get the land but moreover, also ritual has been
dedicated to our Sanctuary. Our journey has been blessed! And also
on practical things, we received so much advice, and thoughts
shared. When we need advice on how to live Sanctuary, whether its
about how to setup solar systems, build strawbale houses, live
Permaculture or how to facilitate consensus space, its all there! We
have friends that have the experience and want to support us! We
will be a community within a worldwide community. Hopefully we will
get the chance too, to give our support to other starting communitiezzzzzzzzz
So mote it be. -----DeeTale
14
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that is
the word that comes to mind
every time I come to a Færie
gathering whether on this side of
the Atlantic or some other side of
the Atlantic. I am forever amazed
at how a small group of people
come together to create so much
from seemingly so little. That is
Færie magic to me, or at least an
example of it.
What amazes me also is how on
the left side or the right side of
the ocean certain aspects of
Færie culture are always the
same. We all sit in circles touching, listening, relaxed and open,
we speak from the heart and
respect the talisman, or try to in
good faith and forgive when
someone forgets themselves
and speaks out of turn. We gather and make meals and theater
and ritual, often combining two
or more of the above. We recognize the work people put into
making the magic happen and
recognize the magic when it
does, and forgive it when it
doesn’t. I think we all recognize
that it is participation and personal responsibility together
which make a community.
Every gathering it seems there is
someone that gets caught up in
doing and making sure everything happens and gets burned
out (burnt out in the UK) and
frustrated that others seemingly
do nothing. I know I have been
there, though not lately because
I found a balance somewhere
down the line. I recognized that if
something needed to happen
but didn’t it is the fault of very
member of the community
equally, and not any individual.
And there is always someone,
usually new to the Færies who
feels like they have to make sure
each”T” is crossed and “umlaut”
in place, and if they don’t it wont
happen. I have found over time
that it is in fact a good thing if
somehow dinner doesn’t happen
at a gathering, as has happened
in the past. And that when that
does happen it doesn’t happen
again for several years because,
in memory of that late night hungry foraging, each Færie is
aware of seeing around 5 or so
that dinner is on track and chopping some onions or stirring
some pots or even in a panic
starting up some pasta.
Though Færie culture seems to
pervade laterally across cultures, it would be disingenuous
for me to suggest that local cultures don’t pervade, for better or
worse, into Færie culture. I
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became aware of this for the first
time, many years ago at Short
Mountain when I first came in
contact with West Coast Færies.
The west coast Færies it
seemed were closer to Harry
Hay than on the East, (or often
reacting more strongly against

which is also hard to recognize
in ones self. And it is with that
thought that I have approached
the topic of money in the
EuroFæries. In the US, on every
call, with I believe one notable
and controversial exception, is
the line after the suggested

10 years now, and I have yet to
go t a gathering which has lost
money. I have been to gatherings where the money Færie will
comment that the money is coming up a bit short and ask for
people to put in a bit more if they
can, and people have always
responded generously. In the
end, most gatherings end up in
abundance, where people leave
with bags of excess food and
there is always an extra sum of
money which goes into either
seed money for the following
gathering or a general Færie
fund. I do understand that there
is a leap of faith here and the
fear of the organizer being left
holding the bag and personally
shelling out the money if it
comes up short is quite large,
and I fear having to be that person. But I feel confident that if
we all returned home to find an
email after a gathering that the
money ended up being 200 Euro
short that I would immediately
send 20 Euros, and I feel also
confident that at least 9 others
would do the same. This is what
community is, participation and
personal responsibility toward
each other and the community.

One of the original aspects
of Færie culture that drew
me in after the magic and
community was the intention of creating a classless
society. At times there have

photo by Cocopierre

Harry Hay) later I discovered
that The East Coast Færie history had its own unique origins
though later joined with those on
the west coast. West Coast
Færies are typical of West Coast
American culture, more effusive
with spiritual energy, more free
with sex and more accepting of a
wider range of sex.
With the EuroFæries, I have
tried, to become part of the culture without trying to push my
own cultural dominance in. an
aspect of coming from a dominant culture that is I think
shared by all people of
European Descent, and

price: More if you can, less if you
can’t, no one turned away for
lack of funds. This was on the
very first Færie gathering call
written by Harry Hay in 1979,
though worded slightly dif-

ferently "No one will be
denied participation in the
conference because of the
inability to pay" this is a
valuable tradition from the very
dawn of Færie history.
I have been at both ends of
this scale, I have been in the
more if you can and the less
if you can’t category, I have
15 been going to gatherings for

been in the US at least conversations about people who contribute more expecting more, but
generally that’s been rare. In the
end, one is unaware when sitting
in circle who is "more if you can"
and "who is less if you can’t"
Only the money Færie knows
that in the end, and I have been
the money Færie, and have
been astounded by peoples
quiet generosity.
So I end this with a question and
a plea with a bit of a promise
behind it. If the community feels
this is important, and wants to
readopt the "more if you can

less if you cant, no one
turned away for lack of
funds" for gatherings I will
pledge to personally contribute
to shortfalls as far as my limited
ability to pay is, as well as doing
the work toward soliciting donations and raising what I cant for
the rest.
-----------

Fanta
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What is

chance and protect the young plant from damage.
My own experience is that a safe environment provides a place for
trust to grow, and with it community. Safety demands a willingness of
all in the community to be aware of their own and other’s frailties.
Her are some examples of what you can do to protect the growing
Well you could look at the dictionary definition (living in close prox- flower:
imity and sharing a common iterest or interests), or you could look at •It is useful, in advance, to draw people’s attention to the sorts of
the etymology (English:common, German:gemein, Old French com- frailty that can easily, unknowingly be trampled over, maybe a hearmoinus etc), all of which give a flavour of mutual duty and respect, ing or seeing difficulty, perhaps a problem with intimate touch, maybe
but to understand it at all, one has to experience it, and to know that difficulty in handling contentious situations. Every one of us has
some form of disability and most of them are invisible – in our day to
one has.
day
lives we strive to keep them so, but if we are to build communiCommunity is perhaps most apparent when it is lost, for example
ty,
we
need an envrionment where it is safe to admit them. For withleaving the family home, leaving a gathering or any environment
where people have learned to trust and share together. There are out doing so, our disabilities can easily exclude us and fragment the
feelings of loss, strong enough to bring tears and even depression. community before it even starts to grow. I draw an example from
photo of 7th Heaven Gathering(T7) organized by ChrisJ by Cocopierre ECC. A candlelit evening storyCertainly there is a longing to
telling had been a very successful
recover what has been lost.
event at one gathering, and the
Gay community (not to be confused
organisers strove to repeat it at the
with "The Gay Community") is valnext. At the end of the gathering,
ued particularly highly because, as
one of the community summoned
gay people, there are many barriup the courage to say that the
ers to true community in other conevent had been totally marred fro
texts. These range from lack of
them because they were hard of
understanding through to downright
hearing and needed enough light
hostility. A recent example in the
on the speaker to be able to lip
UK was the treatment by the
read. A member of the community
‘Anglican Communion’ of a gay
had been thoughtlessly excluded,
priest who had been offered the
and for them, it was no community,
post of Bishop of Reading.
and
the more bitter an experience
Perhaps, more helpfully, one might
for seeing the community of the
ask ‘How does Community grow?
rest growing at the same time.
How can we nurture it?’
•It is good to ensure that where
For me the nearest to a definitive
decisions are to be made, the voice
statement can be found in the
of the weaker is not overridden by
opening chapters of ‘The Different
that of the stronger, ensure that the
Drum’ by M Scott Peck (ISBN 0tyranny of democracy doesn’t stifle
684-84858-9), where he identifies
the quiet voice. I have found so
the problems arising from rampant
many times that the smaller the
individualism, the value of consenvoice, the greater the wisdom.
sus, and the road to community.
Don’t miss out on it, use consensus
In this view, and I believe it to be
decision making. It may take
correct, for I have watched it haplonger, but the process is valuable
pen on many occasions at Edward
in its own right. Don’t be impatient
Carpenter Community gatherings
to reach a decision, engage in the
in the UK, community building is a
process and value it in its own right.
cyclical four step process.
•We are all different, so it is a good
This is perhaps seen most clearly at the start of a gathering, particularly if it is your first one, better still if none of the participants have idea to provide a variety of situations where people can open up.
experienced community with each other before. Typically, the first Sometimes a larger group is just too daunting and smaller groupings
step is characterised by a pretend community, a sort of cocktail party of five or six or seven are a more manageable challenge (for those
community. But you can’t stay with other people for very long and who know of them, ECC base groups are an example of this). Seek
diversity of circumstance so that both sun and shade loving plants
maintain the facades necessary for this situation to survive.
Inevitably, someone will crack, there will be disappointments as can grow. Heart Circle is a magical and wonderful space, the jewel
facades break down, and perhaps even rows. This is followed by a (for me at least of what Faerie community is about) but for some a
sort of ‘taking stock’ phase. Often solitary contemplation characteris- stepping stone or two are needed on the way.
es this phase. And I am sure every one of us has taken time away •Community is about working together, so recognise that a problem
from a gathering, wondered why we were there, what is the point of in the community is a problem for the community. Freedom of spirit,
and the freedom to be oneself can, if exercised thoughtlessly, be
it all and so on.
After this, one begins to see a new coming together, people con- damaging of comunity. It is easy in the heady moments (all too few
necting on a new and deeper level and this is where community in life) of personal freedom, to forget that your freedom may be
another’s tyranny. One of my problems with Faerie culture is the fact
starts.
that
it usually misses this point.
Of course, after a while the new level becomes commonplace, and
the loop repeats, but this time at a deeper level, and again we dis- I don’t really have much more to say. If you are interested, read ‘The
cover that what we thought community of spirit is really quite super- Different Drum’ or at least the first third of it, which describes the
dynamics of community growth exceptionally well.
ficial, we row, we reflect and we grow again.

«community»

If you have ever been in a relationship and lived with someone for
any length of time you will recognise this cycle.
So, if that is how communtiy grows, how can we make it happen.
Well, actually you can’t make it happen. Like a seed, sometimes
it will germinate, sometimes it will grow weakly or wither and die
and sometimes it will flourish.
But what you can do is prepare the seed bed so it has the best

If you want to experience it, and you can cope with the lack of abandon of the English, try an ECC event.
Better still, if you want to see how to bring freedom of spirit and
community growth together, contact me, it’s a project I would
love to move forward, and hope to try in a gathering in Autumn
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Com-munities
A meltdown of individual relationships occurred at the recent
‘Færie’ gathering at the ECC
week at Laurieston Hall,
Scotland forming a micro community by the end of its weeklong energies. Laurieston Hall
set among beautiful landscape
of loch, hills, a Victorian walled
vegetable garden and sustainable forestry seemed perfect in
enabling the development and
ability to harness the community
and individual spirit of 57 Gay

Men. Many of the week’s atten-
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tions as a backdrop to the workshops, base group and “Heart

circle” used to process and
fuse the talented and non talented enthusiasm in all our lives as
gay
men.
Community
Experience

is objectively
learned through ‘new’ structures
of Færie-centred group work that
makes facilitation redundant and
the role of consultancy appear
irrelevant while allowing individual’s social affairs to be achievable and limitless. The clamour
for these qualities raises our self
consciousness and is usually
attributed to the celebration in

consolidated the support for and
self awareness of practically
returning home safely.
Similarly personal development
work, in Community, has
induced in me the spectacular,
avant-garde, realisable and self
evident in its sign-posting the
Community work of the
future. It is collective, self-evident and provides continuity in
community necessary for sustaining permanent or temporary
resident’s co-ops and Færie
sanctuaries around the World.
Hope exists in these near-sighted communities centred around

of individuals in community has
ensured the balance of mindsoul-physical control in our lives.
While the predominant globalisation has quickened the pace
of an authoritarian gaze and
mediated “Spin” over recent
World events. As Færies in community, the departure from practical explanations for concrete
professionalized ideas has been
the primary successes of nonhierarchical communication in
Færie Heart Circles and its
subsequent creativity. By its very
nature, Community will only
succeed in the space of inclu-

our histories, the landscape mapped and the
spatial simulacra of
Færie magick.
In
the
millennial
Universal the stars
point to a transition
from linear to lateral
thinking on a holistic
scale, embedded in the
social realisation of
individuals attuning their
heart to accelerate the adaptation of creativity to routine
work. The shared experience

sion where Færies are attracted
to less organisational elements
of individuals forming a group
and concentrating on the spontaneous, radical diversity of
Færie knowledge and experience. In my experience the circles have cited the histories of
many individuals and transformed the holistic experience –
a feeling I am Proud of retaining.

photo submitted by Spin

dees were from varied employed
or unemployed life experiences
and predominately were in
British musical, theatrical, social,
teaching and even policing work.
Some men had health issues to
cope with and were supported
by the closeness in the group
and the forward thinking of the
organisers to focus on the specific needs and health necessities of some individuals. While
organisers used the tested ECC
“Formula” of aims and inten-

practising Meditation,
Tai-Chi, breath/voice
control, music and
many other Life programmes.

Community relations and the kindred
half of this spirit can be
the accumulative affect
of attending many
years of ECC or EuroFærie
events. The subsequent personal development work has
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This is the English translation
on my report that I wrote to
Henny and Trees Stege, managers of Zaziwe Care Centre.

Report on my stay
in Zaziwe (hope for
Life) Care Centre
–by TyaTya
Main Street 353, Jeppestown,
Johannesburg, South Africa
from may 10th till June 9th 2003
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better, one was fired for not following the house rules .
- During my stay 6 patients died.

them while dying. Two orphans
do live here since their mother
died early in May
- In the mornings I attended the
opening prayer before break-

these programs homeless people from Hillbrow suffering from
aids are send to the hospice. I
attended:
*
Home-based nursing care
_ Danger walk in Hillbrow
_ Mobile Clinic
_ Sickbay
- Three times I visited Soweto,
including the large cemetery;
once I visited the township

fast.

Alexandria.

I was with them in their
final hours, with three of

" Being a witness is probably the biggest present for
someone who dies"

positive myself for over 18
years.

ticipate

in the hospice for 27
days.
- I was with the patients and supported the nursing staff.
I did meet over 30
patients, among them one baby.
One was sent home feeling

Johannesburg
Evaluation
If I try to make an evaluation on
these 4 weeks I don’t need to
write more then what is said
above. For those who know

what it is all about and who
knows the work that is to be
done I don’t need to explain
more about the work I have
done.
I do want to write something
about the attitude I met within

myself during these weeks.
I will try to describe a mirror to
myself and I do wish it helped to
describe a mirror for Zaziwe
Care Centre and all her residents: resting, working or dying.
Once I read dying is the most
human of all creative occupations.
Dying is not a disorder or
medical failure.
Disease offers an opportunity for
healing and recovering the

Goal
In my e-mail of Friday march the
7th 2003 I presented myself to
Henny
en
Trees
Stege.
Important at that moment was
telling them that I am HIV-

I told them that I did like to come
over to meet the work in Zaziwe
Care Centre and asked them: " if
in the project was a need of
hands and feet that could cooperate with brains, sense of reality and a compassionate
heart".
I suggested coming over for 4
weeks.
Sending some e-mails to each
other build up trust and the conclusion that the apple only tastes
by taking a bite.
A personal goal I set was finding out how the confrontation
with HIV/Aids is for me now and
if I could turn my personal development into being with others
offering support and attention.
The organization
Knowledge about the project,
its work, the organization and its
development I gained.
Also I did get an overview on the
Umbrella Organization MES
(Metropolitan
Evangelical
Services) an N.G.O. (Non
Governmental Organization).
Questions about both Zaziwe
Care Centre and MES could verify if my knowledge is based on
facts and insight.
My activities
From the 31 days I was in
Zaziwe Care Centre, I did par-

were for free.
- Two times I did visit for two
days
my
relatives
near

soul.
Zaziwe Care Centre is a place
that invites one to do so.

- On Monday mornings I supported the dance teatcher leading the dance workshop.
- On Wednesday mornings I
gave information, being a patient
on HIV/Aids, to medical students who visited the Hospice.
- Two times I attended the support group of patients on
Thursday mornings. Once I

- The management of MES I did
meet on a "braai" at the home of
Henny en Trees.The first week I
regularly met Rick Besijn, a family doctor in Epe in the
Netherlands and member of the
board of Othandweni Nederland,
during the
third
week
with Adriaan Backer, photographer of the book " A call to
Witness", a publication of " Stop
did lead the meeting due to Aids Now " from 2002.
absence of the social worker.
When needed or desir- With Nando, the matron and able I did consult with the staff of
Thoko, the social worker I visited Zaziwe Care Centre.
the head office of the National - In the Hospice/Care Centre I
Association of People living with had to my disposal a room/apartHIV/Aids (NAPWA) in Germiston ment including a bathroom and
were we attended a the opportunity to cook myself
Social Therapy performatory coffee or tea.
workshop.
Breakfast I prepared
- During the last week of my
myself, lunch and supper I
stay for two days I joined
joined in the dining-hall.
parts of the Health Program
Travelling-expenses I
of MES in Hillbrow. Trough
did pay myself, stay and food
18

Ken Wilber calls our present-day
world "Flatland" where the loss
of the Soul is a fact.
The Soul that includes and connects our brains and feelings,
our heart and spirit.
If, felled down by disease, we
are not able to cope anymore
within "Flatland" how do we find
inner peace with ourselves on
our way to the outcome, our final
destination?
Zaziwe, Place of Love, is a
course for the (not-) ill and (not-)
dying that live and work there to
create the circumstances for the
transformation that happens
there every day.
The method is "only" taking care
of a safe place, encouraging,
giving support and create clearness: by all, with all and for the
sake of all.
After this, only being a witness is
perhaps the most divine present
for someone dying.
Witness, with compassion and
empathy and with understanding
of the background of the person.
Witness, without opinion or
judgement, so broad-minded.
Witness, being honest, finally
without solution for the path the
other is following.
If Aids is the final Enemy that
includes all that is within a life of
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denying,
abuse,
poverty,
renounce, disease and discrimination than I can only lean upon
some fundamental facts:- I am a
human being
- I want to be happy and
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lot of professionalism, skills and
experience.
Considering the idealism and the
standards that ranks as a pass

I do like to come back to support
this. Thanks a lot that I was able
to be here.
Bless you all.

photo of TyaTya by Mountaine

don’t want to suffer
- Other people do also want to
be happy and
don’t want to
suffer, just like me.
There is the resemblance
between all those who rest, work
and die in Zaziwe.
There we find the source of intimacy that sometimes says: "
Hold me ",
" Let go of me " and " Leave me
alone ".
Answering this requires a
skilled approach.
Here I can only lean back on my
own experience of suffering
which connects me with the
other person.
If I do want to transform myself
and witness the transformation
of others, I do have to learn,
strengthen my inner conviction,
be determined, and I do have to
go on with the utmost exertion.
That present I did receive here
the past four weeks.
Finally I want to distinguish
between my idealism and the
standards that I use to judge
development and progression.
Zaziwe and its people contain a

mark here, filled with love and
sense of reality, I am convinced
that it is possible to go on building a Hospice were peace, room
and respect for all are available
and were people can meet without opinion and judgment
towards each other.

Some suggestions
1. Information on HIV and Aids
for all, staff and clients.
partly instruction, partly
interactive exchange.
2. House meeting for all, paying

attention to the jobs on kitchen
work, cleaning,laundry, environment etc.
3. Design a wall to write and
draw with two rules: no judgment
on others and respect for someone’s writings and drawings.
4. Create a meeting for the staff
to share feelings and emotions.
No work deliberation but a save
place to talk and to be heard
without opinion, without judgment or comment, without solving each other’s feelings. A
Talking Stick may help. Who
holds the Talking Stick is allowed
to speak, the others only listen
and witness.
5. Build up rituals remembering
those who passed away. Not
only those who died in the
Hospice but also other love
ones. Let all participate, staff
and clients: for instance * singing
together/collect a songbook
* listen to stories, use the Talking
Stick
* burn a candle the day someone died
6 embroider a tapestry with
names.
7 Create a cosy room without
television so people can really
meet each other.
8 Give clients/patients responsibility in "their" home. This needs
training of the staff and a change
of attitude for all is needed.

submitted byAlfons
Hermann Hesse : Stages
(Translated by Amnesia)
As much as each blossom withers
And youth gives way to old age
So prospers each stage of life
So do wisdom and virtue
Each at its time, but they may not endure.
Thus a heart - whenever life should call Must be ready for leave-taking and a fresh new start,
In order to surrender to new relations
In bravery and without grief.
For, in every beginning there lives MAGIC
That protects us and helps us live.

Hermann Hesse: Stufen
Wie jede Blüte welkt und jede Jugend
Dem Alter weicht, blüht jede Lebensstufe,
blüht jede Weisheit auch und jede Tugend
zu ihrer Zeit und darf nicht dauern.
Es muss das Herz bei jedem Lebensrufe
bereit zum Abschied sein und Neubeginne,
um sich in Tapferkeit und ohne Trauern
in andre, neue Bindungen zu geben.
Und jedem Anfang wohnt ein Zauber inne,
der uns beschützt und der uns hilft zu leben.
Wir sollen heiter Raum um Raum durchschreiten,
an keinem wie an einer Heimat hängen.
Der Weltgeist will nicht fesseln uns und engen,
er will uns Stuf` um Stufe heben, weiten.
Kaum sind wir heimisch einem Lebenskreise
und traulich eingewohnt, so droht Erschlaffen,
nur wer bereit zu Aufbruch ist und Reise,
mag lähmender Gewöhnung sich entraffen.
Es wird vielleicht auch noch die Todesstunde
Uns neuen Räumen jung entgegensenden,
des Lebens Ruf an uns wird niemals enden...
Wohlan denn, Herz, nimm Abschied und gesunde!

photo of Alfons by Cocopierre

Space by space we`re passing through in serenety
Not clinging to any of them as a home.
World`s spirit doesn`t bind and constrict us
But step by step raises us to expand our souls.
Just at home in a life ituation
We tend to weaken when getting too accustemed.
Only those ready for awakening and journeying
Will avoid paralysis of habit.
Maybe that even the hour of death
Might send us as young towards new spaces.
Life will always be appealing to us.
Well then, oh heart, say farewell and be healed!
19
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Clone Drones.
/text./
We`ve got a twig to pick, happy
as we all are that the drag

queens started kicking
their heels and swinging their
handbags, down in Greenwich
Village in 69 to instigate, for us,
modern gay lib. Is it not some-

ironic

dilemma of decision, but we
think not!. Do we as gays want
to live in a closed ghetto or in an
open sexual society? A ghetto is
always a ghetto, no matter how
comfortable or safe it

appears

to be, and ghettos (as we all
know) are dangerous places.

that we have

ended up more conservative and

cliche
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tight white t-shirts, blue jeans
and a crew cut, you avoid the

by moggie and moglet.

how
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ridden

than

ever

Which leads us to the drug raddled

rodents

that pass for

club-kids these days. Having
only had the clones as role mod-

before, if thats possible?.

els, the poor sods, not knowing
any better, have unintentionally
adopted too many of the clones
club-

ties culture but

complicated

hopping, always creating a kind
of time vacuum, where they

sex codes

that make braille

bad habits.

have

Endlessly

no collective memory

of what happened last Sunday,
postponing an unatainable present, for a future that might not
exist. Remember that diversi-

ty, imagination and
wry humor are our
strongest points. Which

the

It was reported that a
famous guru type was spanked
in public at Terschelling this year.
As shocked onlookers gasped,
the sage rolled on the stage
(yes, it was a presentation!) as

his body was covered by a nebula of smacks. Sources who are
close to him have since come to
the rescue. "He wasn't in to it
really" an acolyte revealed, "he
was really taken aback." The
audience noticed the great man
smiling but were at a loss. "Is he
putting on a brave face, or is
actually enjoying it?" one Færie
asked with a quivering voice.
Some unkind voices have suggested that he will flee this hemisphere just to get away from
We point the sprig at you,

such manhandling in the future.
The organizers of the gathering
made no public announcement,
but one source heard the top
organizer proclaim to a worried
Færie that he takes no responsibility and that attendees should
know by now that unexpected
things can happen at these gath-

erings. The person listening just
rolled his eyes.
The magic gathering was
plagued by rash judgements.
Apparently scandal broke out
when Færies arrived on the
weekend and proclaimed they
were not satisfied with the "energy" of the gathering. Although

Never forget their merciless hounding of drag-queens,
their oppression of all who don`t
fit their

mundane

and tire-

some norms, their ´_[~edit~]_`

brought everybody together.
Further on in the gathering some
Færies teetered vertiginously
between order and chaos. They
teetered well, however, and
were even able to teeter on high
heels. Finally, there was even
grumbling from Færies that hadn't attended. Luckily, all these
incidents were faced with a
healthy amount of acceptance
which led to further growth and
wing spreading.

attitudes to all that wouldn`t
adapt to their pumped up, sun-

yes

tanned and

bland idea of

gayness.
Yes, you twigs are humdrum

homos indeed!
--- Moggie and Moglet.

created a gay ghetto, swapping
one prison of hetrosexual ignorance and hatred for one of gay

(aus BERLIN)

bitchiness,

of iron bars for leather chaps.
You reverted to a camp cliché of
butchness, or maybe we`re mistaken, and this was a clever
application of

appear simple. Braille seems
simple, but never looks simple.
Unlike the clones.

the immediate reaction was
emotional hurt and defensiveness, the already established
Færies, quickly rebound and
appreciated the challenge that

you anodyne, stick in the mud,
vulgarian clones and we
accuse you of a total failure
of imagination and guts. You

mystification and

clones denyied us (for their safe
and prissy disco world), leaving
us with nothing from gay seven-

minimalism,

after all, when you only have
20
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Circle photo by Cocopierre

Dear Magic Faeries.

The full moon is absolutely gorgeous.
Monday 14th: A beautiful day,
the first of many. Arrival at the
house which seems to be invaded by little green aliens…hold
on, they are boy scouts. After
they leave, we set up our decorations as a few faeries arrive.
The first magic takes place during the evening ritual to consecrate the grounds, set up altars
to the directions, and worship
the moon. Around the Eastern
and Western altars, the landscape and the fading light holds
us in a trance as we gently sway
and dance to the drums. One of
the most magical moments of
the gathering for me.
Tuesday 15th: More people
arrive. A Goddess of Love ritual
is planned for the evening.
Lovestar, Govinda, and Aqua
Poney treat us to a fabulous ritual full of beauty and pomp. We

August 29, 2003
Here I am back in the "normal"
(sorry Tuffolbird) world. I find
myself walking down the streets
feeling elated, self-confident,
open, and having recharged batteries. My heart feels tender and
yielding—ready to accommodate. I feel more perceptive…in
touch with higher energies. It’s
funny, I always forget about this
part. Before going to a gathering
I feel nervous, inflexible, insecure, closed and suspicious. I
resist it, I ask myself why am I
going.
And then, magically
sometime during the gathering, it
happens. Don’t ask me how or
when.
Some faeries talked
about turning points and stages.
Yes, I felt them too. But I don’t
really know how I got here from
there. I think it most probably

has to do primarily with the heart
circles. And to a lesser extent
with the sharing throughout the
gathering as well as the magic of
the landscape and weather. I’ll
let you decide what it was (if you
too felt it).
Sadly, I didn’t keep a diary of the
events. So let me reconstruct
from memory some of them.
Sorry if I get it all wrong or if I forgot something.
Sunday 13th, full moon: A
small group of faeries arrives a
day early with the van. We stay
at the Hotel Europa late in the
evening. Some of us hop into
the van to visit the house and
have a coffee at the
Heartbreak
hotel on the
b e a c h . 21
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end the evening dancing.
Wednesday and Thursday: A fire ritual
takes place at night. The moon
continues to grace us. She is deep
orange at the horizon and she casts silver
glitter on the Waddenzee when she’s
higher up. Faeries start to pour in for the
weekend. Merlijn of Texel organizes a
delicious Indonesian meal. Sky hosts an
astrology workshop. In the night we hear
the muffled drums of Hermaphrodite’s
shammanic journeys.
The Weekend: We are full of faeries.
Supermodel, jets in and whips up an outrageous fashion show with Peaches high lighting martyrdom, Eurotrash, and texture. There is an auction to raise money
for the land acquisition fund. There is a
Russian dinner complete with KGB and a
lesson in Russian linguistics by Hobo and
Seal Baby. Anna Lise hosts a past lives
workshop. Circles are intense.
Monday: The peak attendance of the
weekend begins to decline. The circles
are getting really intense and deep. Coco
Pierre and Franny jointly host a Spa/Body
Electric workshop. Lovestar et cie. cook
Indian food. There is a demonstration on
how to tie your saree. Sadly, the

ers. But the show is a great success.
Wednesday: Sammanic workshop by
Franny. In the evening, we join the local
teen-agers in the Sacred Grove. Our fire
is wildly beautiful and barely under control.
They are impressed by us, but can’t help
a few nasty comments ("Put your clothes
on man, it’s not normal" we are actually
flattered). I think they will be talking about
us for years. Some of the fire energy spills
out into additional rituals in a nearby grove
and in the Waddenzee.
Thursday 24th: There are really only
15 of us left. It is a quiet day yet intense.
Cleaning most of the house begins to offer
us closure.
Friday 25th: The van leaves early in the
morning. The altars to the directions are
dismantled. The gathering ends.
As organizer I would like to thank everybody who helped in this gathering. That
means you too. I look through the list of
names and am touched by each and
every name. Each one represents a
Universe whose stars and planets I had
the privilege to glimpse during the gathering.
***Efthimios

Kama Sutra is not demonstrated.
Tuesday 22nd: Fanta organizes
a no-talent show. Some acts are
more, ahem, professional than oth The Magic Gathering,
It was a windy, sunny day when
the færies started to assemble
on the Dutch island of
Terschelling, about 20 starting
off what would eventually peak
at a mini-tribe of 45. Crossing
the sea and landing at the Færie
home, the færies were soon off
around the island attuing to the
natural forces -breezy conditions
blowing away the dust of outer
world life and dips in the cool
north sea bringing cleansing and
renewal. The animal life of the
island - horses, cows, seagulls,
flies and cute teenage boysnoted that the time of glitter,
camp and drag had returned.
Many of the arrivees remarked
how the Færie sparkle seemed
to come upon them and fill the
Færie home very quickly, a
residue of the magic of 8 previous gatherings lingering in the
atmosphere and just awaiting reignition. An opening ceremony
soon came into being, which
saw the færies visiting altars to
the elements and playing with a
blown-up orange full moon - the
same colour as she was on arising that night. Some stayed up
to watch her path across the
star-filled sky, and the night
brought visions and inspirations...
As the first days went by, some

were quickly able to inhabit their
Færie nature, but some became
restless, wanted to leave or did
leave. Many slipped easily into
the flow of Færie love, and
whether making food, in circle,
or out and about on the island
reveled in the company of their
Færie brothers and sisters.
Some had a sexy time, some an
emotional, challenging, healing
or restful time, some let go of the
baggage of being human and
some did not. Some fell in love,
some worshiped and played with
divinity in the land, each other or
the spirit, and some undertook
to reveal difficult truths.
After a period of landing and
recuperation the færies called on
the Goddesses of Love. A storm
approached the island, with dramatic lightning strikes as new girl
Færie Sandy Sluttercup undertook to channel the Goddess'
Love to the gathering. In purple
and pink she doled out the love
and blessings, heard the færies'
requests for love in their lives
and led them into the dance.
Alas despite her sincere efforts,
this young Færie, who was also

22
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adjusting to being the only
female-bodied member of the
clan in the first days and only the
second female bodied Færie to
officially join the group, seemed
under-appreciated by her fellows. And also the priest-ess
who called the evening into
being also felt dismayed by a
seeming lack of belief in and
respect for the pure divine energies that were coming into the
gathering. Feeling cynicism and
criticism amongst the crowd, he
was very sick indeed.
New energies amongst the
færies! Some were worried:
'gay' pagans, tranny boy-girls,
even truly radical færies from
across the big ocean. Did this
result in some of the regular visitors running for cover? yet,
awareness, fire, costumes and
heart brought the divergent elements together: late night drumming and dancing shot the
færies into a busy weekend with
lots of visitors, frolics and fun,
including a superb fashion show,
which is a feature of these gatherings that definitely does not
want to go away!
After a busy and bustling weekend the survivors who chose to
steer this Færie adventure
through its last days found themselves in a close and comfortable community, they enjoyed a
sense of coming together as a
condensed but happy tribe
thanks to the hospitality of the
new republics of the former soviet union. This evening brought
the Russian word for erection,
Hoi, into the Færie tongue especially nice since it sounds
like the word Dutch people use
to greet each other! There was
more coming-together at the
spa-ecstatic massage workshop
and at an evening of dining,
dancing and sarees done in an
Indian style. An outbreak of
peace and ease led many to
share their hearts late into the
night... A talented no-talent
show centred on themes of sex
and food, plus featured devils,
angels, auto-fellatio and fire
spinning. Continuing days of
fantastic sunshine gave many a
Færie a superb tan!
First time Færie Hermaphrodite
and full time Færie Frannie both
brought the delight of shamanic
journeying to the gathering, and
as the festival drew to a close
there were signs of increasing
interest in the shamanic world.
A procession to the sacred grove
with our own Færie totem pole
led into a ritual of dance, drum,

song and a long-lasting cascade
of sparks, a fire fountain! Local
youths at their own fire next to
ours even played some of our
songs on their sound system giving us an enjoyable round off
to our ritual. "We are beautiful ...
no matter what they say". When
they turned their van headlights
on us to have a closer look at
these "not normal" types, we
took it as a sign to leave, and
the last 8 færies returning to the
Færie home stopped in a field
and raised their voices in a loving cry that filled the sky, and
which will be remembered by
this Lovestar as one of his most
magical moments on the island
yet, though a naked group hug
at the last day's heart circle was
pretty amazing too!
LOVESTAR comments:
This was a fun and delightful
gathering, yet it brings up some
questions for me:
This Færie time was T9 - the
start of a new cycle of the 4 elements. Its theme was magic but
magic was hardly discussed.
How consciously do we make
Færie magic and how much do
we leave it to its own funfoldment?
The question wasn't
answered but evidence was collected. How spiritual a movement is Færie? What is Færie
spirituality? How important is
developing our healing skills to
færies? How do færies recog-

nize the things that we come to
celebrate and be thankful for?
How do those seeking a quiet
time get along with those hoping
to live it up? How do we identify
and cure the issues, pains and
mental poisons that prevent our
wings from opening? How do
we prepare ourselves to bring
the Færie experience to more
of our tribe?
Wishing love and magic to
færies everywhere

Lovestar

23
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“Færietopia”
Where is our place? Where is my
place? For years I’ve been dreaming about nomadic tribes and crazy
communes. Over the years I’ve visited quite a few for short or long
term. Not only to figure out where I want to go, but
also who I am. Færie for sure, but how do I Færiesize
my live? Travelling has been a good way to find
answers, and meet the answers. Last week I realised
that it’s quite a lie to myself to think that I’m going to
settle down somewhere. My blood is too much hot for
that, always pushing me beyond the horizon.
Somehow it makes me sad, but its feels like how I
really am. It’s more honest to myself and to others.
That’s just what you should know before I start my
Færietopia fantasy. I want to send a lot of light to our
sisters who are right now looking for land in France
[and beyond]. I wish I could be with them, not having
to deal with the bureaucratic machine I have to go
through right now [in Belgium], in order to be a happy
unemployed again. But well, I’m not going to disap pear. Færieland for me means a place where dreams
can be realised in the protective energy of the Færie
Spirits or whatever you like to call them. A place to
find yourself again, a healing source, a center where ideas find fer How the First Beltane came to be……..
On our last tour looking for land for our Sanctuary, we
stayed on a camping of a fascinating woman whom we
started to call the happy witch. While talking with her on
who/what the Færies are and why we do this landsearch,
she offered us that we could use her land! " I shed too
much blood sweat and tears on this land to want to sell it
but if you like to do something with it, i still have 60
hectares that i dont do a thing with…….
Welllllllll………………
A bit overwhelmed all sorts of thoughts came up. Among
which: "but we want our own land" and "we want to be the
land of everybody" and "isnt it about being open?"
Amongst all those thoughts it slowly started to kick in that
we were recieving a great offer from a woman that wasnt
afraid of the Færies.
The land she lives on is called "La Pierre Percé" (the
pierced stone). It is called after a dolmen with a big
hole that used to be on her land. A stone that is
know in the area for its powerfull female energy.
Wimen go there for healing, fertility rituals and
newborn baby´s are being passed through the
hole in the stone for its good energy. In the vicinity
of that stone divining-rods don’t work anymore
since the stone is so strong. In 1906 however this
stone has been stolen from the land by the priest
of the local catholic church. It was too much competition for the church all those pagan rituals going
on there. Its resting now in the backyard of the former priestshouse.
The land is an old tiny hamlett of 3 houses only 2
have been restored, the 3rd one she offered us for
renovation if we like. Its on top of a hill which
makes it a bit of a dry area but she has big gardens herself that she keeps abloom. She rebuilt
the place mostly on her own with very little money.
Starting the first years without running water or
electricity she lived in the ruins and slowly gathered all she needed to turn it into a lovely guesthouse / camping.
Her name is Anne, perhaps in her sixties, a small
energetic woman that giggles a lot. She gives
yoga classes and shamanic gatherings on her
land. There is a Sweatlodge that we have been
invited to use and she knows the Færies are no
strangers to nudity.
Since the place is known for its female energy one

tile soil and give the power to people in
order to act out their Færieness, also
in the outside world. Also a place
where we can gather and celebrate, touch, kiss, hug and fuck each
other. Or just have a good talk. Magic is what it is
about. Our little jewel will transform all of us – Færies
and alike - and challenge us many times. Also a
question for anyone, whatever their contribution to
our center and however we can best support the
ones amongst us living there [at a Færie Sanctuary]
more permanently. It will, most certainly, bring a total
new dynamic.
When I try to imagine what it could be like, I see a
green spot with a house and a few crazy experimen tal buildings and Teepees, that change with the
rhythms of nature. Harmonic sounds, fresh colors,
mysterious fragrances and good vibes.
What I think is very vital, from my experience at other
places, is a constant interaction between creativity
and spirituality. And to bring this into all we [as
Færies] do. This is what I see for me at this moment
as my own challenge as well, preparing myself for
what my intuition will lead me to next.
So far my little message, I miss you all sisters!

Love,------Danny
of the things we told her is that the Færies still come from
a predominatingly gay male background. However she
has no problems with that at all. It will be important for us
to realize this energy i think and honour it. I also think its
a very nice energy for the Færies to be invited to. Even
for the sheer reason of wanting to open up for wimen and
everyone somewhere in the gender-sex-sexuality realm.
Of course there are many things to find out if we really
want to start sharing the land with her. The most impor tant part whether we feel at ease with each other. The
best way to do that i think is to have a gathering/ette there.A shamans gathering to honnour the
powers of her land and to see if we can offer her something good for her land.
Last Sunday i invited folks to my house to give voice to
what we all can do there. A mix of Færies, Queer pagans
and other non defined folx. Eric, Sebastian, Eliza,
Junice, Mike, Justus, Esther, Wim and me
there slowly formed the idea to let it be the first
Queer Færie BELTANE gathering in Europe
that we want to let happen there! A powerfull
sign i think since Beltane isnt only a fertility ritual, giving birth to a new summer but its also a
ritual about Community. Knowing that we have
land to erect our very first maypole realy gives
me a Big Thrill! Sooooooooooooooooooo
Get your ribbons ready Folx! Sharpen ur axes!
and lets start weaving a Shaman, Queer
Pagan, Færie fabric around this so powerfull
symbol. And lets honour not only the pole, but
at least as much, the hole it will be placed in!
So reserve in your agenda´s the week preceding 1st of May and that weekend. All details
will have to be worked out. We will need to
organize much more since it will be a very
basic camping gathering. We will even have to
mow our own lawns at arrival, build toilets and
kitchen etc. We will need transportation and
water and sooooo much more. But moreover
we will need all our Shaman Magic to make
this a powerfull celebration of community. I
really like to invite any queer folks that actively wanna make such magic happen. As Queer
as can beeeeee! Luv------DeeTale
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3rd EuroFærie-Land searchtour-info-01
3rd Eurofaerie-Landsearch-Tour
8th to 15th of August 2003, 1.975 km
participants: Deetail, Junis, Lanai,
T-T and Freny in spirit

Compilation of facts

I. What we want
New Faerie Grounds
1. A beautiful secluded location, at or
close to a river or a lake surounded
by woods and nature. No direct visual or acoustic contact with neighbors.
The buildung should be surounded
by its own land. It should have a natural water source for example a
creek or a well.
2. The property should be big
enough for organical farming. The
minimum is 1 ha with a preferable
size of around 8 ha.
3. The site should be accessible by

public transportation within a 30
minute walk from leaving the bus,
train etc. A phone should be available or it should be possi-ble to use
mobil phones.
4. A connection to the electrical net
and the public water and sewerage
system would be helpful but is not a
must.
5. The building on the land may need
renovation.
6. Shopping possibilities should be
at a reasonable dis-tance for transportation by car.
7. The selling price should be
between 50.000 and 80.000 .
Lanai volunteered to translate the
bench mark list.
II. Real estate agents in the Haute
Saone re-gion:
1. Sigrist Immobilier
88340 le Val d´Ajol
2. Chrystelle K.
Agence de Luxeuil Les Bains
12 rue Jules Jeannery – 70300
Luxeuil Les Bains
her real estate proposals :
a) les Hauts Champ
b) water mill for 130.000 , which we
did not check because of the price
c) another water mill for which
Chrystelle did not have information
yet. (We should ask her about it
again. Lanais could you call her?).
She gave us a prelimanary contract
in the french lan-guage. Lanai also
managed this french contact.
We have to inform Chrystelle, that
we refrained from les Hauts Champ
but that we are very much interested in a similar object and further
offers. We should send her our
benchmark list with our priori-ties. Is
Lanai doing this. Today Chrystelle
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sent me the Cataster for the Chateau
Camenbert.)
T-T will prepare a letter of intend to
her in English and Lanai will translate it into French.
3. Michael V. (introduced through
Patrick Bill and another German)T-T
will call Michael V.
4. Mr. A. agence Catherine Marion
Immobilier 102 rue Charles de
Gaulle 88200 Remiremont
proposal: 1,5 ha grounds with house,
basic renovation but to close to
neighbors 100.000
5. Frau B. (introduced by Anne Ks la
Pierre Percée) rue de l´eglise
70140 Bord les Tesmes
6. Copy, Edward
(introduced by Anne K.s la Pierre
Percée) 70120 La Roche Morey
(Junis wanted to contact the dutch
real estate agent.

ly and agreed, that it would be difficult to find what we want. They stated that a lot of property was sold in
the last years by swiss and ger-man
people and that prices went up very
much. They told us to contact the
german speaking real estate agent
Vogel, who should probably have
offers for us. Actually Bill stayed in
the region because he liked it when
he came on a landsearch tour for a
swiss medi-tation group. (T-T will
keep the contact.)
V. Property found
1. la Pierre Percée
A wonderful quiet located organical
farm in the middle of farmland and
strips of forests. Its possible to rent
rooms, dine and camp there.
Operated by the won-derful (good
witch) Anne K. She lives there already for many years and developed

be still in shape. The water canal for
the mill has been cut of from the
main source a wild creek which had
still a lot of water, while we were
there. This creek is running along the
nearby road and is wonderful to take
a bath in. You are crossing this creek
to enter the property. The real estate is supposed to belong to owners
in the Alsace.
(We should inquire at the Mairie of
Faucogney who owns it. Probably
they want to sell. It’s a perfect spot
for the faeries! Could Lanai do this?)
5. House owned by a swiss owner
between D 293
aux Maies
Mougeots and Ecromagny
The partly renovated house next to
the road is owned by a swiss owner
across the road is an old baking
house. Behind the road a meadow. It
is unclear, what belongs to the

the farm all by herself. A remarkable
7. More on a copy of the yellow
person! She does not want to sell
pages at T-T´s
land but would be interested in a
Real estate agents said that it would
cooperation with the faeries. She
be difficult to get anything decent for
also would host a gathering on her
the price we are offering.
III. Mairies and Tourist information property on a special site which
could be made into a camping facili1. Mairie de la Montagne
ty with water and electrical energy
2. Mairie Faucogney / La Mer
from the farm. Deetail has the con3. Mairie de Mielling (Foret domatact.
niale de St. Antoine (All Mairies
2. Chateau Camenbert
should be called in September.
A wonderful property 2-20 ha in a
Could Lanai do this?)
beautiful valley sur-rounded by a
4.Tourist information, Faucogney
very diverse forest for a reasonable
(The director should be called immeprice but with neighbors seemingly
diately because of a new property
too close to the house. The view
offer in that region that was said to
across the valley is marvelous. The
come up this week. Probably Lanai
wood around it is beautiful. A few
could do this?)
creeks are running through the propIV. Personal contacts:
erty. Main structures like the roof and
1. Anne K. (farm la Pierre Percée)
the first floor of the main building
70600 Fouvent
have been already renovated and
Anne is a wonderful friendly person
are almost ready for permanent
(a good witch) op-erating an organihousing. Electricity is connected to
cal farm with rooms to let, great
the house. At least there was enough
meals and a pretty rough camping
water to operate a turbine in an extra
site. She aggreed to host a faerie
building. A place with lots of potengathering on her premises. Thus this
tial. The real estate agent sent the
was the only "successful" contact we
Ka-taster plan to me.
could make during this search. Detail
(Should we think about it again)
had a long conver-sation with her.
3. House between Ecromagny and
She speaks dutch, french and gerMelay A house from 1862 needing
man.
renovation, approx. 10 m from the
(We should intensify this contact and
very small road located. Behind the
probably plan a smaller gathering to
check it out. I guess Deetail will keep house is a big meadow with directly
adjoining to a lake. Electrical wires
the contact.)
running through the property.
2. Patrick B. (Landscaper) 70440
4. Water mill next to Saphoz le Bas
Servance
and Beulotte la Guillaume.
He is an organical gardener who
A fabulous property with an old
seems to plan gar-dens etc. in
water mill and an extra house
the region. He lives in a house on
located on a big meadow. You
the highlands over the village of
have to cross the old stone
Servance. Junis and T-T had a
bridge to reach the mill. The old
conversation with him and his girl
friend. They both are very friend25 me-chanics of the mill seem to

house. In a little distance are neighbors who seem to be not very interested in getting new neighbors close
by.
VI. Suggestions by T-T
From all the contacts we had I got
the information, that this beautiful
countryside has been identified by
swiss and german people to buy
vacation domiciles in the last years.
Caused by that ,prices went up and
only very few an expensive locations
are to be sold in the future. We also
had the impression that it is very difficult to find isolated property there.
Because the region is so beautiful
and relatively close to the faeries we
should anyhow follow up the contacts we made and thoroughly check
whether there are possible sites left.
Especially the contacts with Anne,
Chrsystelle and Patrick should be
kept and the Mairies should be contacted.
Because of the real estate development in the last years it seems to be
wise to find our sanctuary as soon as
possible, probably in regions further
to the west, like the Morvan,
Auvergne and Limosin. We drove to
the land north of the Haute Saone
and were not impressed at all.
Let us also check the real estate
papers, farm sales and camping site
sales.
It is very important to set up our
structure for the buying a piece of
land as soon as possible. Espe-cially the financial commitments of the
stichting and the faeries have to be
clear and dependable.
Let´s move on with the landsearch.
Bonn, August 19th 2003,

T-T
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dear Færies,
some of you are already
informed about the offer of the
German speaking real estate
agent Mr.«Bird». Its a 6 ha
(60.000 m2) farm in the Haute
Saone region near Le Thillot and
Severance in a solitary location
above a small village in the valley of the river Ognon. I guess its
a village we visited named le
Haut du Them. The region is
beautiful with wonderful diverse
woods I have not seen in Europe
in a long time. The last train station is Remiremont and from
there is a bus connection to le
Thillot. The fastest connection
from Cologne for example to le
Thillot is 8.05 hours, from
Amsterdam 11.15 hours
and from Paris 4.57 hours with
the fastest connections. From
Cologne its 465km and about 5
hours to drive to le Thillot. Next
bigger cities are Vesoul, Belfort,
Epinal, Colmar, Besancon.
The house lays on a hillside and
Mr. «Bird» said surrounded by
woodland and forest. The next
village is about 1 km away and
you have to drive through the
forest to reach the property. The
farm buildings can be reached
on a communal road which practically ends on the farm land. I
guess the heights of the place is
around 500 to 600 m, so even in
hot summers it should stay cooler. The place we have been to
and probably is pretty much alike
was still very green and fresh
with a lot of water. The description of the land and the house: (I
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am attaching parts of the
exposé) is: a park like meadow
and forest property with very
good usable terraced meadows.
The real estate is located around
the farm. Remarkable is the
enormous amount of fruit trees
with marvelous nut trees. A very
small pond with fishes good be
turned into a small pond to swim
in.
The main farm house is from
1688 and supposedly in good
condition. The main building got
two vaulted basements, the
ground floor a kitchen, a living
room, one room with WC a big
gate and a former stable. The
first floor consists of 3 sleeping
rooms and an enormous hayloft
which could be turned into living
quarters. Outbuildings are stable
build from natural stone, a well
house, and a wooden shed. The
substance of the buildings are
supposedly very good. The living
quarters need renovation. There
is no bath. The place around the
big round gate could be nicely
converted.
The house got electricity and is
supplied with water year round
through a well. There are supposed to be three wells on the
premises. Mr. «Bird» said to
have checked the water supply
in this hot summer and said that
it still was very good. I forgot
to ask for the telephone connection.
The price of the property all

(costs included) is 128.000 .
This is about 1/3 cheaper than
other similar objects we saw. Mr.
«Bird» said that he is working
together with a banker of the
region who already checked the
property and is willing to give a
loan. secured through a mortgage on the property . Only
about 30 % equity capital would
be needed with is about 38.400
. If the stichting [foundation]
buys it, it would probably be necessary that two or 3 people with
reasonable income would cosign
the contract. The interest rate for
the loan would be around 4,5% .
That means that we would have
to finance 89.600
with 4,5%,
which is 4.032 a year, 336 a
month without repayment rates
of course. We could also check
EU funding!.
The notary who works with Mr.
«Bird» speaks German so some
Færies and I could communicate
with him directly as well and I
think that he said the banker
could speak German too. Mr.
«Bird» said that the preliminary
proposal is the most important
and he sent a form in German
which I am attaching.
I think we should really take this
proposal into serious consideration! The land is not to far away,
and reachable by public transport within a shorter distance.
That means from many parts
of the Euro Færie land it
could be reached for a longer
26

weekend without to much trouble. We have already met quite a
few very nice people in the
region! The property is secluded
and supposedly in a very beautiful natural environment and lots
of wood. I really fell in love with
the woods of that region. The
house is ready to live in. The
60.000 m2 is giving us lots of
possibilities for farming, camping
and gatherings etc. The surrounding woods are beautiful
with lots of possibilities to hike
and bike etc. Mr. «Bird» can connect us to a banker with seemingly pretty good conditions and
the possibility to get a mortgage
on the land. That means that we
do not need so much money of
our own and we can put some of
our money into the land. I think
we should be able to come up
with the interest rates through
gatherings, guest, probably
farming and I think that as soon
as we got a beautiful place like
this other Færies would be willing to give some money. I would
be willing to give money and
cosign the contract.
I told Mr. «Bird» that we are
some kind of group of nature
friends organized in a stitching.
He said that he would show the
land to any members of our
group.
Please think about it, make up
your minds and let me know!
Hugs and kisses

-------T-T
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«Chatueau Chez nous»

a place with a potential for a sanctuary
Dear Færies, we came back late night from our search. Lanai,
Freny, Junis and I (TT) went.
The proposed site which was
offered to was not in our opinion
too close to the village of «le
Haut du Them». Then we went
with Mr.«Bird», (who seemed to
be an open guy) ready to discuss all problems and with a lot
of experience in renovating old
farms, to his house, looking at
his plentiful garden at about 600
m altitude.
After we told him, that the other
place was not sufficiently isolated, he remembered another site
in the middle of the woods,
called «la Chiénoz near Fresse»
I am attaching a map with the
location of the house. It’s very
secluded. We went there right
away and at once where overwhelmed by the beauty of the
place - as often before though . Its a 9 ha (90.000 m2) Large
former farm site, currently with
lots of bushes and woods and
overgrown fields. A small partly
private and very narrow pathway leads to
the house.
Underneath
the house is
a
large
downward
sloping
meadow, with a creek running
through it. The creek belongs to
the house and even now has
lots of water coming from above
the house. Mr. «Bird» suggested to build a swimming pond
which
would be easy to do. It was the
only source for the house.
The house is surrounded by its
own land, now mainly woods.
Next to it are a view ruins which are not on the property. But Mr.
«Bird» said, since they are ruins, the owners are not allowed to renovated these ruins and it would surely be possible to buy the land
too. We ran down a pathway through the woods and plateaus
opened, which were formerly gardens or acres. Now these places
can be used as secluded camping sites for tents or spots for "illegal" small wooden huts.
The woods has come closer to the house in the last years, with only
an old man lived there by himself. It was an herimitage. To make the
place usable it would be necessary to clear some of these old fields
and probably cut trees.
The farm building itself is build into the soil of the slope, so the backside has to get a drainage to lead the rain water from the slope
around the house. Until now the backside of the house gets also
wet, because the new roof does not have a gutter, so all the rainwater is running towards the house.
The building consists of a main building and a side building a former
pig stable. The "living quarters" consist of small rooms, a kitchen
and another room downstairs with pretty wet kind of storage
rooms towards the back of the house. One room first floor in the
front of the house and one in the back with an exit to the back of
the house. A big stable with oak beams of which some of them
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may need replacement. The roof construction is new and already
filled with a plastic foil underneath the shingles and cardboard so it
will be easy to insulate the roof completely. Because the back wall
of the building is wet and even might stay wet after putting in a
drainage and a gutter, Mr.
«Bird» suggested to build
another wall inside of the house
which could be ventilated to
keep moisture out. Thus the
stable could be turned into a
gathering spot like Terschelling
with a gallery and group sleeping spaces upstairs and probably a big fire place in the middle
of it. The side house, a former
big stable could be turned into a
bathhouse with toilets and a
shower or a communal kitchen.
Mr. «Bird» said that generally it
would not be a problem to get
permissions to build so called
stables, and he says the communes like it if these places are
kept up. So it might be to put a
stable somewhere on the premises. And since the whole property is not visible from anywhere, it might even be possible
to put up little wooden huts in
the woods, as Junis and I fantasized. As I said after clearing
away a few shrubs and bushes
etc. it would be possible to put
up tents in the woods.
Junis and Franz said that the
ground is good for gardening.
They should comment on that.
Lanai said that he got the
impression of being in Short
Mountain and liked the place
very much.
The price for the land is now
148.000 but this includes, putting in the drainage, a septic
tank and building a pond in front
of the house into the meadow.
The drainage, a gutter and a
sewer system are definitely necessary but the pond does not
have to be build. Mr. «Bird» will
send the exposé with all the drawings, katasterplans and renovation
proposals etc. He said the financing would not be a problem. We
also talked about the tax problems of the stichting[foundation] and
already thought about feasible procedures to elliminate these problems.
There is no electricity but the next powerline is 400 m away. To connect the house would costs around 10.000 including the subsidies
one gets for this, as Mr. «Bird» guessed. I could not check the
mobile phone connection because I left my phone at Mr. «Bird»s
place.
The place is close to the other place we went, Mr. «Bird» also thinks
to bring the house up to nowadays living standards it would cost all
together 300.000 . But I think it is not necessary to make a single
family home of it with all the up to date standards. The living quarter could be renovated real well and the stable etc. could be turned
into a gathering spot and sleeping space for the warmer time of the
year a group accommodation. In anycase to renovate the place
needs a lot more funds than just purchasing the property. But we
also have to consider that it is 90.000 m2 and we can probably
sell parts of it to Færies to get more finances.
All in all it is a place with a big potential for a sanctuary. It needs
a lot of money to renovate it, depending on the standards we
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want. Of course the basic items like, drainage, gutter and sewer
system are manditory and probably the inner secondary wall have
to be constructed properly. I also think about the renovation work,
we need a connection to the power lines. The place surely needs a
lot of work inside the building and outside to turn it into a sanctuary
and that means a lot of commitment of the Færies. The house is not
big and after renovation probably only two people can
live there more or less comfortable year round(First we
just could put cheap trailers there to live in while renovating the place). Junis and I thought we could probably set up wooden cabins you can buy for more living
places. Tipis wouldn’t we a problem either. Nobody will
notice this because the land is very secluded as I said.
We did not have time to go all around the property and

The JOY and the
Frustration of
searching for
SANCTUARY...
EuroFæries-Landsearch-Tour, August
and September, 2003
Travelogue of the 3rd and 4th landsearch trip and ideas for setting up our
sanctuary

Its time to find our sanctuary
so we went out again on our
3rd trip after being in the
«Cevennes» in June last year
and around «Vesoul» in spring
of this year where we found
«le Pierrons» (80.000 m2 for
140.000).
Veteran
Searcher(esses) of the landsearch: Deetale, Junis, Lanai,
Freny in spirit and T-T.
On friday night the 8th of
August 2003 Deetale and
Junis arrived in good spirits in
the RheingoldFærie castle in
Bonn-Oberkassel.
With
Panthera and TT, we enjoyed
the hot weather on the rooftop
terrace, sweating and chatting
the evening away till deciding
to go for a swim in the nearby
lake. And once we shyly had
left the neighborhood we
dropped our sarongs and
went naked to the lake. It was
a wonderful cool swim which
brought back the energy to
wander through the fairytale
woods and cruising area near
by. T-T helped a very passive
boy, tied to his drivers seat [a
young man wearing his seatbelt in his parked car] to have
a little ‘fun’ while DeeTale
showed his nice little [ha!]
‘piece’in the illuminated headlights glow of an approaching
car.A cool female POLICE officer stepped out of the car and
(very professionally) asked us
if we had witnessed anyone
running meandering through
the forest with lit open torches
in these dry woods, which we
in fact had seen. So we had a
good laugh of relief and went
home.
After next mornings large

also had no plans of the property so it would be necessary that
someone goes there again to check it out. Probably someone who
knows something about construction works etc.
Driving home we had some doubts because of the amount of work
and money necessary and also thought about the Hermitic feeling
one gets being there. But it is a place with a real potential for gatherings and building a sanctuary.
We definitely should think about it. I will come back to
it as soon as I got the prospectus.
This tour took again a lot of energy and time and I am
exhausted from the landsearch. For the next month I
will not be able and willing to go on another search.

Kisses and hugs, T-T

breakfast
we
-. Junis met monks who were
started our tour with a visit of supposed to show him the
Freny, formerly known as way to the sanctuary, pointing
Franzuska. She is living in the to himself. He then felt that the
village of Dernau, a pictur- sanctuary will come, when he
esque town in the valley of the is open for it.
Ahr river. It was comfortably DeeTale first saw a big rock
cool in her ancient small cozy close to big roads and then
house. We were warmly wel- was guided by some Færies to
comed and after a long talk a single meadow in the middle
were invited to a heartcircle of a forest. He then entered
and a shamanistic travel.
into a glass with bubbling
Then the Færies spoke. And water and like the bubbles, all
although some of this was the possibilities and vision
said in the sacredness of the passed by.
circle we might also quote Soon after this short but
some of what was said there intensive visit at Freny´s we
to help building up our sanc- took off for our trip. We did
tuary:
missionary work on a picnic
Different visions appeared. All area along the Autobahn
visions came together in one where many lost souls were
dream, that a sanctuary cruising through the bushes
should bring together the spir- and after fulfilling our duty
it of mother earth, the spirit of went to Wasserbilligerbrück in
the Færie circle and our inner Luxembourg we camped at
sanctuaries.
night and had some fun at the
For one Færie it was already local church fair. The next
enough, to find a beautiful morning we happily met Lanai
spot in nature to gather there in Metz and drove on the
and join in with the spirit of Haute Saone region, where
the land, like a tribe which Deetales intuition led us to a
puts up its tipis for a while farmer’s shop and got some
coming together and then information about the beautileave the land without leaving ful landscape behind the
visible traces.
national auto route right into
Two Færies had a dream of the countryside.
building a permanent Færie We again went to the «Vosges
community living respectfully Saonaises» region, this time
on the land, inviting equal
west of «Vesoul», where we
spirits and Færie gatherings had been before in springtime
thus letting the Færie spirit of this year. We went there
grow. There were ideas of because it is a beautiful mounorganic farming, a food coop, tainous region with large
growing medicinal plants.
forests, national parks, lots of
For all of us the beauty of the water and it is still close to the
land was the most important Paris, Utrecht/Amsterdam and
condition.
Cologne. From Bonn its just a
After our long conversation 5 hour drive.
and a circle Freny lead us into In the beautiful region of «La
a shamanic travel where we Montagne» where a rainbow
could intensify our visions. It flag guided us to a small forwas a magical tour for all of mer farm, which was turned
us. T-T found the gate way to into a seminary, wonderfully
the middle world only at the
located over a valley. The
end of the tour but then
Swiss owner informed us,
was intensely drawn on a
that we could rent the
path through hilly woodwhole place and gave us
land - continuation needed 28

his contact addresses etc. (I
hope that it did not get lost).
Soon after that we came
across a nice German man
who gave us more information
about real estate in the region
and advised us to find a
German real-estate agent,
named Mr. "Bird". Led by
Deetale (and the goddess) we
then went across the land
entering many small paths
and discovering old ruins and
other beautiful sites to come
back to. The sun was hot and
we were getting very sweaty
outside and always happy to
return to the air-conditioned
car – oh yes.
Since it was already getting
late and our accommodation
quite far away we went after a
while to Anna K’s 60 h farm
near «Fourvent». Through a
gravel road we reached the
old farm building when the
sun was already setting. We
were very warmly welcomed.
A few guest sat under the
shade of a big lime tree having
dinner and Anna showed us
the pretty rough camping
ground next to the house.
Trees were surrounding the
opening for the big farm
house. We saw the sweat
lodge which was in use not
long ago, set up our tents,
saying hallo to the only other
camping guests, a Dutch couple. It was very hot but very
peaceful and very quiet. The
spirit of the place was perceptible. And what a great and
delicious meal Anna served us
then. One course of vegetarian food followed the other,
wine was served and almost
all the food came from Anna´s
farm. Instead of coffee we got
lime tea from the tree we sat
under. With her very thin but
firm voice Anna told us some thing about every course of
the meal. Anna is a tiny person but with a great personality radiating warmth and
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friendliness. And there it was,
her giggling like "hehehe" and
that’s how she got our nickname "the-good-witch". And
this tiny little person practically brought the farm up all by
herself and raised her kids. It
is amazing how much power
Anna has. I was so amazed,
that I dreamed about her.
Anna was also very open to
the Færies. DeeTale had a
long conversation with her
and told her all about us. And
as it looks their will be a
shamanistic gathering on her
grounds in the next year.
That evening we were so tired
that we went to bed without
the full moon ritual we thought
about.
Nevertheless
we
enjoyed the bright light of the
moon, magically lighting up
the forests and downward
sloping meadows. We sat and
listened to the wonderful overwhelming tranquillity.
The next morning, we learned
from Anna about the «Pierre
Percee» (the pierced stone),
which once was on her land.
In the old times they used to
pass babies through the
whole in the stone in order to
make them healthy and give
them strength. Since this was
too pagan for the priest of the
near by village, he took the
stone and put it next to his
church. Now its in the possession of a neighbor to the
church who showed it to us,
but does not want to return it
to Anna who asked him several times without success.
Then we hurried to bring Dee
to the railway station in Dijon.
Although we had the air condition on, it got hot. Outside it
was almost 40° C and inside it
was not a lot cooler. We said
farewell to Dee leaving Dijon
to go back to the mountainous
and hopefully cooler region of
the Haute Saone. It was quite
a long trip but once we got
there we started searching
again, but it was already getting dark. After looking at an
abandoned farmhouse near a
small road which looked quite
romantic we had to find some
place to sleep. Hesitantly we
decided to camp-out and were
led by a small road to a wonderful secluded meadow in
the woods. Lanai conjured up
a marvelous dinner from the
small choice of food we had.
The moon came up and lit the
opening with beams of white
light. We stood there hugged
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each other and were overwhelmed by the tranquillity of
nature. Soon retired to bed,
slept wonderfully unharmed
by all the night creature we
imagined visiting us in the
night. When morning broke,
we went to «Faucogney» to
find breakfast and search for
Mr. Bird. We ended up in the
tourist office with a very
friendly director who gave us
lots of information about the
land and addresses of a few
realtors in the region but not
of Mr. Bird whom he could not
find even looking through the
phone books. After picking up
some good food we drove on,
came by a garden gnome castle were numerous dwarfs
greeted us, and found a valley
with a water mill next to a
crystal clear creek. The perfect spot for an extensive
brunch, water was boiled up,
we ate, rested and went to the
creek enjoying its cool water
for splashing all over our bodies. It spent many wonderful
hours there. It was difficult to
leave but finally we
moved
on,
found
the
house of a
Swiss guy
w h o
seemed
to
have
stop working
on the place,
asked the neighbors,
took our fotos and went on,
looking here and there and
were disappointed by some of
the extremely kitschy renovated houses in the valleys. We
were almost convinced, that
we had to leave the region,
finally went to a camping side
which really brought us back
to «Tristess» after a long day
of looking around without any
result, especially when a lovely French couple, living permanently in there little cleaner
than clean camper chateau
were kindly informing us in
there raised voices about the
regulations of the campsite
and the wonders of the region
around it and where to go to
eat. After the yelling couple
exchanged a few more barks
between each other we sadly
remembered the wild camping
the night before and went out
to a local restaurant to drown
this tragedy with a few cold
beers. Thanks goddess in
the heat of the night, cool
beer and something rea-

sonable good to eat, having
hot glimpses at the half naked
village youngmen hanging out
there
and
playing
the
machines brought us back to
better moods.
The following morning we
departed early droving around
through the hills, following
many roads and at about noon
reached the heights above
Severance and found the
"Mäuseburg" (mouse castle)
of handsome Klaus. A cottage
under big shady trees. Klaus
invited us to his old house,
without electricity, running
water and telephone, which he
did not desire. He told us of
his frustrations with yearly
break-ins and devastation of
his house almost every year
since he has owned it, his
happiness to spend the summers there and he sent us to
the
landscape
architect
Patrick B. as someone who
knows the countryside and
probably has a insightful tips
and Bernadette, an old farmer
living close proximity.
We soon met Patricks
girlfriend,
very
friendly
as
well,
and
showed us
their gardens full of
blooming
flowers, fruits
and vegetables.
We had to buy some of
their plants and of course
some of the honey from their
bees. Then we looked for
Bernadette and there she was
with her dirty working clothes
staying in the middle of her
barn. But even in the dim light
you could see her smiling
sparkling blue eyes in a face
which was still beautiful with
all the wrinkles she had collected. While chatting she told
us many things and made us
feel very welcomed. We
moved on looked for more
houses, places and finally
went to other valley and climbing up mountains. Finding
nothing, we went to the artificial «Bassin de Champagney»
for a swim and drove to
«Luxeuil-Les-Bains» to meet a
few real-estate agents and
found Chrystelle K., a good
willed (big) girl, who proposed
a new location she had near
«Chateau Lambert» (we
called it the «farm Chateau
Camenbert» (2,5 ha for
99.000
plus purchasing
29

costs and 17,5 ha more to buy
if desired). After visiting a few
other real estate agents who
offered nice family dwellings
and advising us that for
80.000 we would not find
anything, we left to get to our
night camp and organic farm
at «Reherrey» south of
«Remiremont». Next morning
we met a very dynamic real
estate agent in «Remiremont»
who showed us a farm in the
mountains, which we did not
like before going to the
«Chateau Camenbert». It was
very difficult to find, driving
through small roads winding
up above the village of «le
haut du Them» after a short
path through the woods,
basin-shaped valley with birch
trees and then up and there it
was a wonderful large meadow with horses, cows and a
little further the Chateau itself,
towering above the valley with
a great surrounding view. The
Chateau was partly renovated
with a new concrete first floor,
good enough to accommodate large groups. Downstairs
would need a lot of renovating
but then available for permanent residents. Attached to
the house is a barn. Another
small building where the
remains of a water turbine
driven machine could be
examined, with more small
rooms, we could build in
showers etc. etc. etc. and it
was quiet, you could only hear
the cow bells, the puffing of
the horses the birds under a
big blue sky and the bubbling
of the running creek next to
the house. We felt that this is
what we were looking for. We
went into the beautiful woods,
sprinkled every corner with
Færie dust, so nobody else
would take the Chateau, and
finally went back to Chrystelle
to tell her that we were interested. She gave us a long
French application for a preliminary contract which we did
not sign of course, but told
her that we would contact her
soon. Happily, but a little warn
out, we went back to the
Chateau to stay there for the
night and enjoy and get closer
to the spirit of the land. Then it
was already getting a little
cloudy and the signs of imminent fall were visible. When
we finally arrived we hastened
to set up our tents and tried to
hide between the buildings, so
that nobody would see us
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from the houses at the other
side of the valley which miraculously seemed now to be a
lot closer than during the day.
We kept very quiet, sat in front
of the house and soon
became aware that the nightfall brought us so much and
almost unbearable close to
the neighboring houses. We
could almost hear ‘what’ people were talking about. Their
voices were carried through
the night so far. Then we
realised that this was NOT the
place we were looking for,
becoming very disappointed,
we went into our tents and got
up very early during and early
light rain shower.
Next morning we went to meet
Patrick Bill in «Severance». To
get there we drove through
one of the most impressive
forests with a large variety of
large trees, greener than
green and still fresh in this so
hot summer. It was balsam for
us to enjoy being there. We
then met Patrick at his small
organic farm, talked to him
about the land and our landsearch and found out, that
years before he went out there
to find land for his meditation
group as well and stayed. He
also gave us the phone number and name of the German
real estate agent (Coco likes
to name him Mr. Bird which is
the englsih translation of his
German name). Pretty much
frustrated we went back to the
RheingoldFærie castle in
Bonn and Lanai hitchhiked to
Paris. On our way back we
drove through the regions
north of our landsearch and
found, that there was no spirit
at all so we did not bother to
even
look
at
houses.
Altogether in these 6 days we
drove almost 2000 km and of
that about 800 km on our
search in the region itself.
But besides of the frustration
not to find our land, we were
Færie happy that we found
"the good witch", Anna K.,
where we will probably have a
shamanistic gathering next
year. Another impression
which came up again after this
landsearch talking to other
Færies was, that the searcheresses are not really being supported in the search by the
EuroFæries as a whole and
that the landsearch and finding our sanctuary is not a priority to most of the Færies
who seem to be quite uninter-
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Freny, a.k.a Franzuska/Franz is inviting you to an INDIAN SWEAT LODGE ,
begining on Friday late afternoon/evening 19th September till Sunday morning the 20th Sept. Færies from afar are welcome to the Gatherette as of Fri eve.
the number of sleeping places is limited as well as space in the sweat lodge, please
contact Franz as soon ASAPif you like to attend. also will be possible to camp.
The sweat lodge on Saturday begins at 12.00 noon! Be PROMPT! traditionally
small gifts are given to the fire/wo/man and the leader of the sweat lodge. Please
bring food for the evening meal etc., contact Freny. 49 [(0)2643] 2869 Haupstraße
50, Dernau Germany 53507. See www.MAPQUEST.com or www.via-michelin.com
for Maps

Schwirtzhütte

ested in what we were looking
for and what we have done. If
that is the reality we should
think of just letting our dream
of a sanctuary place go.
Anyhow as a follow up Mr.
Bird came up with a nice looking proposal. The stichting
board met, lots of activities
started, and the stichting and
single Færies pledged together 70.000 (!) and Mr. Bird told
us, that it would be no problem to finance the rest. So
Junis, Freny, Lanai and T-T
went again to the Vosges
region for a day trip on
the15th of September. The
proposed farm was very near
«le haut du Them», where we
were before, had 60.000 m2 for
128.000 including all costs.
We got up very early in the
morning, picked up Freny and
Lanai on the way and met Mr.
Bird, who showed us the property. We soon found out that it
was
another
Chateau
Camenbert location with a
house ready to live in, a wonderful large meadow, a creek
but with too close a contact to
the nearby village. We were
frustrated again but wanted to
see Mr. Birds property and
organic farming anyhow. So
we met him in «Severance»
and went to his place. It was
on a forest road were we were
looking on our landsearch trip
before only much more hidden and is was a beautiful
secluded place with a large
organic garden with lots of
fruit and vegetables on 650 m
height. Telling Mr. Bird, that
his proposal was not good for
us he remembered a hermit in
the woods and we soon went
there. And there it was! In the
middle of the woods :

«Le Chez Nous»

You

can find out all about it in the
next info «Le Chez Nous» our
sanctuary? Also look at the
bench mark list, which was set
up by the Færies long ago.
Please let us know your
visions, dreams, ideas and
what kind of support and
money you can offer. Every
vision, any help you can give
and every cent you can throw
in is needed to make the
dream of a sanctuary come
true – if it is indeed your and
our Færie dream…xx T-T
P.S. if you are interested join
the sanctuary set-up mailing
list & contact DeeTale, Junis,
Lanai, T-T
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research for my planned trip to
the Burning-Man festival and just
a
few
days
before
the
Terschelling-gathering I found
the EuroFærie website and made
contact with Habibi, what luck!
You were inspired enough to
return
again
this
year
at
Terschelling 'Magic". What would
you say was the qualitative differ ence for you between your experi ence last year and this year? This
year a very different SeaFlower
came to Terschelling, I’ve been
busy all year with self-development and coaching, and the experience with the Færies gave me a
method of being myself and selfexpression for healing purposes .
That such a community already
existed in the Netherlands for so
long! and that I never had heard
of it was weird!. I wanted
to embrace the
Færies this
year
and
give more
out-ofme by
being

I realize I may be offending
some Færies with my answers,
you can make a mention that
they are free to come up to me
on that at the next gathering.
What a beaut iful name you

have “SeaFlower” Tell us
perhaps the inspiration for
this beautiful faerie nameperhaps whispered to you in
the wind? Who or/and why
now SunFlower? The inspiration for my Færiename came
with play and magic. it was in the
NorthSea when I was playing
with the other Færies, transformed to neriads or mermaids,
keeping me in their enchanted
hypnosis. the warmth of the sun,
the warm quiet sea and the
peace of the Færie ritual brought
the name to my mind:SeaFlower!
.It was my Færie baptism. The
fun and sexual-energy that
soaked the water right after that
was very much in tune with my
spirit. A celebration! the next
morning I did my sun-greeting
and during breakfast sunlight
nourished my proud brown skin
.I was returned to my father the
Sun. Thus
SunFlower.
Last
year
you
came
to
Terschelling where you met
other Eurofaeries, How did you
find the Eurofaeries and what
was this like for you-your first
time?
My first
time with the
Færies was a bit
of an overdose.
I'm not used to
spaces too queer,
and my lack of
self-esteem & my
compensating overdose of sexual energy made it difficult for me
to adapt and to connect. I also
was too greedy, I was there
only for one weekend, and
yet I wanted to enjoy it all!
impossible! I came there
basically as a consumer, and that
made it hard for
me to participate. I came
across
the
EuroFæries
by coincidence, I
w a s
doing

Sun•Flower
myself more than I normally allow.
What do you do in Non Faerie
space reality?
why talk about non-Færie space?
I’m a computer programmer. My
main
expertise is Visual Basic, and I
coach starting (wannabe-)programmers. I'm not .Net just yet . I
like to hobby with Macromedia
FlashMX.
I know your weekends are drasti cally different than your weekdays
because you live in several places
in the Netherlands. Are you a
nomad?
:-). haha. by all means no. for the
past 6 months I’ve been working in
the South of Netherlands, and I
have my apartment there in
Limburg ( so drop by when you're
in the neighborhood! ). Luckily I
have a found a cozy small apartment on the premises of a 16th
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century castle. The views and
sunsets are magnificent and I
have more than enough peaceful
surroundings to relax after work.
During the weekends I return to
Utrecht where I normally live. So I do
most of the fun things in the weekends, in Utrecht, Amsterdam or
Rotterdam. Alot to catch up! . At the
moment I DO have something of a
boyfriend in Limburg also.
The Eurofaeries are constantly
changing and it is metamorphosing
slowly. Some are looking for land
and a house. Some are looking for a
place they will call sanctuary. each
new and old voices are merging and
growing into more of a community
we can call the euro faeries. What have
been your observa tion about what you
have seen and experi enced?
my
observation
of euroFæries
to
come…I
know too little
about
the
Færies, the
euroFæries
,
to
say
much about
it. But I suppose
we’ll have to experiment
and see what works. Who will
commit. How to maintain equality.
Do you have any visions of what
eurofaerie community or com munity in general could be for
you and what you want 'our"
community(ies) to be like?
Community to me is the
sense of belonging, protection, have my own
identity as well as a
group identity. I suppose Heart-circles and
rituals are part of
Færie
community
identity. The EF
community
has
other rules and
norms then normal society. I
need that!
How will you
help
make
that
vision
happen?(
B e i n g
Buttpage
subject
most defi nitely is a
great atti tude boost er for every o n e . - t h a n k s)
Well I have only
contributed in a
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small way as I see it. I did my
best by bidding on as many
items as possible during the
auction last time, even it was
"To Burn!" the stuff, which of
course,
we
didn't
..;-).
Besides that, I intend to let
free as much of my fun, spiritual and creative potential at
the next gathering.
Do you share you life with a
man -a woman -a faerie -a dog
-a cat? I’ve been sharing my
life for the past 5 years with
my boyfriend ( my fun-everyday-partner and my main sexpartner), and for the past 3
years. also with a partner I
share a great spiritual bond
with. I still have to decide at
one time or another with
whom of the two to share the
rest of my life with.
What is
your spir itual ref erence
point?
does this
m e r g e
with your
sexual reference points-or is
that different for you?
I’m very contend to say I’m a
Hindu and think it to be the
religion that suits me best,
and gives me the best set of
life-rules to guide me. Sure,
just as with Christianity and
the Islam, the Hindu scriptures are also misinterpreted
and the original texts squandered and adapted to times
and patriarchal preferences.
I believe in the god/goddess of love. and I don't
think he/she's against
abnormal-sexual
behavior. On karmic
level your sexual
preference
can
hardly be the most
important thing
there is . On the
level of tantricenergy
I
believe
that
gay
analintercourse
may not be
the
most
optimal form
of
sexual
b e h a v i o r,
since malemale energies
go
against each
other instead
of balance with
each other, causing

Sun•Flower
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the bottom-person to unconsciously develop more of his
feminine-energy. Therefore
both partners should switch
roles often. But.. i'm still trying to figure this one out !. In
the meanwhile I’m both top
and willingly bottom in sexplay, and enjoy both. I love
receiving when a man gives
me some male-energy in his
thrusts, and respond with
feminine energy ( why do I
always have to moan and
groan with that? ). I also love
putting my male energy in a
nice piece of - my partner.
are you gay or otherwise? Top
,bottom or something else ?
Well sex is one topic I LUV
talking about, do I sound
queer? well you got me. I
refuse to answer the gay,
straight or bisexual thing. If I
have male and female energies inside of me, going up
and down in my life in waves,
I also have gay or straight tendencies going at the same
wavepattern. Oh and, for anyone who's gonna share sexintimacy with me: I rather keep
my sexual energy in me and
NOT cum, then cum and
release it all. so Sperm-lovers,
I hopeI won't disappoint you,
but there's plenty of other
fetishes to go around. I'm
huge on armpits and rimming.
I think watersports is a healthy
hobby, and tying someone up,
blindfolding, and slapping his,
or her, bare-ass never hurt
anyone.
What are your outlooks on
Love, Sex, partnership and
relationships-orthodox or not.
My boyfriend and I have an
open relationship. We do have
occasional outburst of jealousy but we think that’s
healthy. It works for us, I’m not
saying that I could work for
others. We want to combine
the male biological need for
multiple sex-partners with the
human need for a social partner to give a home base in our
lives .I believe in sharing free
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playful love with others, when
we have a mutual connection.
That may be sex or intimacy in
various ways.
It was very nice for you to con cede being the Buttpage sub ject for the community issue
of MpZ. Your portray a Beauty
that indeed is now part of the
european landscape of bodies
and souls. How does it feel for
you to be a (back) cover-boy
and participating in what we
affectionately call "homemade porn? Are you only
reserved and shy in some
contexts and more free in oth ers? Clearly it will bring some
fun and pleasure and memo ries for a variety of faeries tht
have already met you and per haps a new fan club.(anyone
who wants to send fan-mail to
you can do it through the
newsletter at mpz@euro faerie.de)
the last year has been filled
with spiritual growth for me,
and the Færies helped me in
that just by being there as a
community .You make it happen guys!! So for you guys(
which includes girls and
everyone else) I happily offer
my ass ;-). no serious, I feel at
home and protected amongst
the Færies, . And that makes
me want to Be myself and
share myself. I'm also still
finding out how to do that
best, like I suppose some
other Færies also try to do.
Have you lived somewhere
else other than Holland? How
many languages do you
speak?
I was brought up in the
Netherlands, went back to
Surinam ( south-America )
when I was 18 and studied
Tropical Geology, when I was
24 I came back to the
Netherlands. I speak Dutch,
English,
French,
some
German and Hindustani, the
Surinam-dialect of Hindi. I
also love to ramble idiot
things in Portuguese. any
Brasileiros out there?
Are
you
from
the
Netherlands? and do you
relate to yourself as a west erner or easterner or both-tell
us about your own identity?
oef! that’s a tough one. I am
brought up in the Netherlands
so I am a westerner in thinking
, but I also have the cultural
references to the exotic
blend of Bollywood, traditional Indian art, dancing
and way of using the voice,

and the splendor and symbolism-overdose of Hinduism.
The past two years with discovering myself I’m also
rediscovering what my culture
has done for me and to me. I'm
embracing my culture , at the
risk of becoming racist and
rejecting western ideals and
ideas, just as westerners once
rejected my cultures pagan
and 'naive' lifestyle.
What do you do when not
working? with your partner(s)
or with family...
I go the gym, do some reading. often go out for dinner in
trendy too-high-priced restaurants , frequent nude-sunbathing in summer, and I love
cooking for and entertaining
friends, I never go clubbing
anymore, though I miss the
dancing. and I completely
stopped with my true hobby :
drawing and painting. My partner usually has his own agenda. We enjoy moments together at home.
What question would you like
me not to ask you?
well, the one question NOT to
ask me you already have!!
don't ask me if I’m G.A.Y. ,
rather ask me if I allow myself
to enjoy my sexuality
Do you have a personal web site that you would like to
share or do you have favorite
LINKS to site YOU like that
you would like people to
check out?
Rob Brezny's Freewill astrology,
www.taxi1010.com,
www.tulsimassage.nl, (a site I
did the artwork for).
bye, love,

SunFlower
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[In the “spirit” of community we at MpZ are printing the Ozfæriegram
in an effort to non moral suport. CCP Berlin.]
OZFaerieGRAM August 2003You?Whoooooo! From the Radical
Faeries
Spring is upon us, possibly even summer! Winter has hardly
touched us this year. It‚s been a quiet time here at the sanctuary with
only a trickle of visitors. A good time to rest and consolidate. The
Spring Gathering is coming up next and we are looking forward to
re-uniting with the extended tribe. Shamus and Philippe are presently relaxing in Thailand and will return soon no doubt rested and
renewed. As usual our visiting faerie friends have done heaps to help
out. Lots of work has been happening around the orchard area,
clearing an planting and feeding
ready for new trees. The power has
now been put on to the pig motel
and the slab is just about to be laid
for our grand composting toilet. The
second vegetable garden area has been terraced and will soon be
fenced to keep out our ever-curious wallaby friends. A new resident,
Jimberalla, is due very soon and we are most excited. Hope to see
you at one of our coming events or just come by for a visit anytime.
Blessed Be
Tropical Fruits „Naughty Nautical Nightclub ‰Dance-Saturday 6th
Sept. The Radical faeries are doing the cloakroom as a fundraiser at
this next Tropical Fruits dance in the heart of Lismore at the Rowing
Club at the River end of Magellan Street behind the Bus Centre.
DJ‚s, Licensed Bar, Café, 8pm till late-see www.tropicalfruits.org.au
for details. It‚ll be a great night. Let us look after your drag!!!!!!
Spring Equinox GATHERING- Friday 19th to 22nd September Join
us in a 4-day gathering of fey souls as we reunite in the Faerieland
forests and gardens of Northern Rivers NSW. Find your new look for
spring. Dance, massage, cook up feasts, sweatlodge, celebrate ourselves and nature and connect with the faery family.
The Opening Circle commences Friday 11am.
We encourage participation for the full four days to enrich this unique
communal experience
We ask all visitors to camp unless other wise arranged, as indoor
space is very limited- contact us if you have special needs. The cost
is $80/$60(conc) for the 4 days. No person turned away for lack of
$$$- contact us.
Please Bring: tent, bedding, mattress, torch, towel, mossie repellent,
sun screen, hat, big boots, wet weather drag, an adventurous spirit,
also.... your musical instruments, body/face paint, drag, sacred
objects, snacks.
The gathering is great time for you to share your work and playshop
ideas
The sanctuary cannot host your pets, contact us for kennels . It‚s
most important you register to help us plan especially for the food.
The gatherings are what we make them, so let's make them as fabulous as we are.
Body Elecctric Workshops Sydney and Melbourne 2003 Our own
Sparkle/Rob is busy getting things together for two Celebrating the
Body Erotic Workshops this year. Sydney -Blue Mtns 17th-19th
October and Melbourne 29th ˆ30th November. Get the erotic fulfilment you deserve- energising, playful, sacred and satisfying. Contact
Rob on 0409227147 or go to www.bodyelectricschoolaustralia.org
4th Annual Glitterball at Jiggi Hall Preparations have begun for the
annual Glitterball at the Jiggi Hall near Lismore on Saturday 8th of
November-8pm . Note the date change from earlier bulletins. Dayglow/fluorescence is looking like the theme for the party this year.
Performers are advised to starting to get their act together. Contact
us if you want to help- setup, cooking or do a performance !
Queer Spirituality Conference Update ˆAdelaide in November It‚s on
from Fri 21st to Sun 23rd November in Adelaide, SA. The Radical
Faeries will be there presenting and performing and generally running amok?? Join us for a great time during Adelaide‚s Feast
Festival for the queer community. The conference will include presentations of academic papers, workshops, forums, panels, experiential sessions where people can try yoga, meditation, walk a

labyrinth, paint a mandala, singing, do a ritual, drums, all sorts of different activities. For more information contact us or Margie Fischer at
margiefischer@ozemail.com.au
SPRING Fey Raves Deadline ˆend of September It's time to get
thinking and creating for the next issue of Fae Raves, the reader written newsletter of the Australian Radical Faeries. Please send you
articles, notes, maybe experience at the faerieland and or gathering,
photos, drawings, information, thoughts, ideas, recipes, profiles,
inspirations etc to P O Box 495 Nimbin or email to
ozaeries@yahoo.com. Soon.
Summer At Faeryland Faerieyland will host a Summer Solstice
Ritual on Sunday 21st December and why not stay on for a Pagan
Feast on 25th December. There will
be no big solistice gathering as in
the past but visitors are welcome
throughout summer.
Spring Planting WishList
We are in the process of preparing a new site below the house for a
large orchard. Any fruit trees, especially sub-tropical and tropical
would be greatly appreciated. We love mangoes, custard apples,
tropical apples, citrus, avocados, tamarillos and red pawpaw among
others. Please don‚t hesitate to call us if you need guidance regarding the best plant varieties, wether grafted or not and where to buy
then or we can buy it locally for you. Come and plant your tree.
Faerie Land Fundraising Auction
We are planning an auction at the gathering or maybe the Glitterballall items greatly received.
New Webpage Address
We are just about to change to a new web host with our own
ozfaeries email and web address and an updated website- stay
tuned.
That‚s it for now- see ya soon- Light Faery Air Kisses
The Faerie Tribe at the Sanctuary
HELP US UPDATE OUT OUR EMAIL LISTS
SANCTUARY LIBRARY-Calling in any books or magazines out
there-bring
then with you on your next visit thankyou.
ozfaeries@yahoo.com 02-66897070 www.geocities.com/ozfaeries
STOP PRESS-STARHAWK MAY VISIT FAERYLAND
A faery friend Jarah is looking at organising a visit to Faeryland by
„Starhawk‰ around 7th/ 11th December for a ∏ day ecoqueer ritual
type happening. An exciting opportunity to connect with her. We need
to have an idea as to how much interest there would be? Let us know
if you‚d be keen to come along. Starhawk is a Witch, peace activist,
ecofeminist, and author of several book including „The Spiral
Dance‰ ˆfor more info see www.starhawk.org.
**FAERIE GLITTERBALL DATE CHANGE
Due to a double booking at the Jiggi Hall, we have had to change
the date again for this fabulous glamorous annual faerie event. So
adjust your diaries and re-book your flights!!!!!
NEW DATE: SATURDAY 1st November 2003 from 8pm
Its Flouro Day Glo A Go Go sort of 60’s Mars Attack theme if you get
our drift….
There will be the usual small but grand show produced by the Faerie
Hoola Hoop Players and other as yet to be revealed( to us) performances (it could be you!), great food and good dance music—
So, organise your life now around this unique annual event. Stay with
us for the weekend.
For more details go to our website in about a week
www.geocities.com/ozfaeries
BE THERE OR BE SQUARE
Australian Radical Faeries PO Box 495 Nimbin 2480 NSW 02
66897070 -87 Hetherington Rd Wadeville NSW 2474 www.geoci ties.com/ozfaeries Quarterly newsletter Fae Raves For
Subscriptions, Donations, Membership, Support make Cheques/MO
payable to "Top of the Garden" Account International transfer Swift
No. CUSCAU2SXXX // AU802 222 SUMMERLAND CREDIT
UNION 51177 TOP OF THE GARDEN PTY LTD
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CONTACTS POINTS:
Eurofæries Netherlands
Contact: Habibi Ding
j.ferguson@chello.nl
(English/Dutch)
P.O. Box 2721
1000CS Amsterdam
Netherlands
Eurofæries France
efthimios@aol.com (in English
or French)
EFc/o Kalos, 7rue Payenne
Paris 75003 France
tel.[33](0)1.40270295
Eurofæries Berlin
ButchBuddha (in German)
howaberlin@hotmail.com
or Cocopierre (in English)
Berlin@eurofaerie.de
Note NEW Address:
EurofæriesBerlin
c/o Mann-O-Meter
Bülowstrasse 106
D10783 Berlin G e r m a n y
RheingoldFæries
Bonn/Cologne/Dusseldorf
Germany
rheingoldFæries@Lycos.de
Eurofæries BalticCircle
viking_diva@hotmail.com
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World Wide Web Internet Surfing
[please submit your surfing discoveries for future issues]
http://www.keepstill.com/wakingdream/links.html
This is a wonderuful site in itself as well as a very interesting set of
links.
http://www.christiania.org/~bhuset/
This is the gayHouse branch of the christiania website. On the main
site you can also access all the other related buildings and energies that create that community.
http://www.ic.org
this site gives an overview of “intentional communities” and some
links. It is by no means exhaustive, but none the less interesting.

SHARE
SUPPORT
PRINT
MAIL
DONATE
TO KEEP THE MpZ AS A RECORD
FOR OUR HISTORies
Send submissions to
Cocopiere @ eurofaerie.de

http://groups.msn.com/EuroFaeries

c/o Viking Diva
PO Box 3698,10501 Tallin
Estonia
Irish Radical Facries
An Sidheog
71 Ballyculter Road
Loughkeelan,
Downnpatrick
County Down BT30 7BD,
Northern Ireland
Færies@dissid.net
www.beyond-thepale.co.uk/egregious3.htm

Edward Carpenter
Community / BM ECC
London WC1N 3XX
United Kingdom (UK)
www.edwardcarpenter
community.org.uk
info@edwardcarpentercommunity.org.uk
Tel.(UK) [44](0)8703-215121

Note*
If you would like future MpZ you MUST
request for a subscription by eMail

Færie Sanctuaries (USA)

NEXT Marieposa Zeitung
Theme: «SEX»

Australian Færy Sanctuar y
Heading downunder? we'd love to wel come you to our NEW Sanctuary- 130
acres of beautiful bushland in NE NSWcontact us for details - Love & Light færie
air kisses
Australian Radical Færies PO Box 495
Nimbin 2480 NSW 02 66897070 -87
Hetherington Rd Wadeville NSW 2474
ozFæries@yahoo.com
Quarterly newsletter “Fae Raves” Subs,
Donations, Membership, Support see
www. geocities.com/ozfæries for details
Short Mountain Sanctuary
247 Sanctuary Lane
Liberty, Tennessee (TN) 37095 USA
Telephone:[1](615)563-4397 Messages
only

digital Newsletter

Vermont Radical Faeries
P.O. Box 531

www.rfdmag.
org/index.
html a pioneering zine

Winooski, Vermont
www.Færiecampdestiny.org
PHONE: Call the millbillies at
Telephone:[1](802)295-7105
Wolf Creek Sanctuary
P.O. Box 312
Wolf Creek, Oregon (OR) 97497 USA
www.nomenus.org
E-MAIL: nomenus@budget.net
Telephone:[1](541)866-2678
Zuni Mountain Sanctuary
P.O. Box 636
Ramah, New Mexico (NM)87321 USA
www.zms.org
E-MAIL: zunimtn@cia-g.com
Telephone:[1]505-783-4002
Chicago Faerie Circle
(Kale) PO Box 607282
Chicago, Illinois (IL) 60660-7282
www.geocities.com/
Faeriechicago
E-MAIL: chicago@radicalFærie.com
Miami Faerie Contacts
Kelpie House
6700 SW 52nd St.
Miami, Florida (FL) 33155USA
Telephone:[1]305-667-7601
COMMENTS: Ask for Gawen, the
Innkeeper.
NYC Circle of Radical Faeries
c/o the FaerieGram
PO Box 150296
Brooklyn, New York (NY) 11215 USA
www.radicalFæries.net
communities.msn.com/radicalFæriesnyc
Telephone:[1]718-625-4505
Moon Circle - Los Angeles
Los Angeles, California (CA)
www.mooncircle.net
Southern California Area Radical Faeries
(SCARF)
Faerie Dish Rag (FDR)
PO Box 26807
Los Angeles, CA90026 USA
E-MAIL: socaradfae@aol.com
Telephone:[1]213-666-1350
COMMENTS: Also email
faedishrag@aol.com.
Seattle Fairy Phone
Seattle, Washington (WA)USA
Telephone:[1]206-366-2132
COMMENTS: Event tape for the Seattle
area.

send your fotos articles ads etc to: editor at
cocopierre@eurofaerie.de DEADLINE:

Monday 1 Dec,2003
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